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INTERSPORT launches Technical Academy Training initiative

INTERSPORT store
personnel who
were lucky enough
to win prizes
donated by the
Technical Academy
suppliers
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INTERSPORT has joined forces with five of the major brands from the running and
fitness industry to launch a new concept in training.
Asics, Kettler, New Balance, Saucony and Oregon Scientific made up the ‘INTERSPORT
Technical Academy’, formed to bring together specialists in the running and fitness industry
to create a sophisticated, ongoing training programme for store personnel at all levels.
The one-day session, held in April at the AIS Conference Centre in Solihull, comprised a
series of hands-on, interactive workshops covering all aspects of running technology - from
biomechanics through to the effective use of treadmills and heart rate monitors. At the end
of the day, certificates were awarded to delegates, confirming their accreditation as an
INTERSPORT Technical Footwear Advisor.
Over 50 representatives from INTERSPORT stores across the UK and Ireland attended the
event, which proved to be a great success for both members and suppliers alike. “The
Technical Academy takes anyone with a basic knowledge onto the next level, benefiting
from sound information straight from those who know,” says INTERSPORT member Graham
Baker of Aldiss Fakenham. “The format and content of the training course certainly
exceeded our expectations.”
Says Paul Nash, General Manager of INTERSPORT UK: “We have struck a winning
formula with the INTERSPORT Technical Academy. This is an ideal platform upon which to
provide in-depth training for our store personnel and further strengthens INTERSPORT’s
profile as the service-led, sports authentic retailer.
“Building on the success of the Running Technology Workshop and the feedback that
we received from all involved, the programme will now be rolled out across various sporting
categories and in different areas of the country, allowing even more members and suppliers
to benefit.”

SPORTS INSIGHT
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Columbia
heads south
Columbia Sportswear International AG has
moved south to be closer to key customers.
In June the company relocated its UK
and Ireland head office from Sunderland to
a new Reading office, where the UK
marketing manager and key accounts
managers, who will implement and
manage the marketing strategies in efforts
to build positive brand awareness, are now
based.
Paul Hayes, Regional Sales Manager for
the UK and Ireland, says: “The new site
provides a central location that will allow us
to be much closer to our key customers
and all aspects of our business functions,
further strengthening our relationships
within the outdoor industry. Working
alongside our European teams, we are
centralising all efforts to promote and
support the brand in the UK and Ireland.”

Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900

What’s Hot
McDavid 758
HexPad SoccerShirt
Paul Sherratt, McDavid’s Country Manager
- UK & Ireland, talks about the success of
the company’s HexPad Protective Apparel
Can you give us some
background on the
product?
McDavid HexPad was
launched in the US in 2004 as a range of protective undergarments for American
football, basketball and baseball. The concept was to produce lightweight body
protection that was extremely flexible and kept the athlete cool and dry. The success
of the range has been phenomenal, with nearly 75 per cent of pro American football
and basketball players now wearing McDavid. The extension of the line into sports
such as football was a logical one.
Key features and benefits
HexPads are individually laminated into compression fabric to move with your body
for protection at all times, while providing the ultimate second-skin comfort. A grid of
hexagonal mini-pads absorbs impact and dissipates energy across the surface area
and the hDc active moisture management fabric ensures the athlete stays cool and
dry by pulling the moisture through the fabric to evaporate quicker. From a practical
point of view, the products are also machine wash and dryable.
Why has the product sold so well?
The 758 HexPad Soccershirt is the only football goalkeepers undergarment on the
market that regulates body temperature and has body protection down arms, across
shoulders and round ribs without compromising the movement of the keeper.
Keepers are always looking for an edge, and body protection is particularly important
when playing on hard ground where elbows and shoulders often take heavy impacts.
Who is the product aimed at?
With this garment the key target audience is goalkeepers. However, from a broader
perspective, McDavid HexPad products are applicable for any impact sport. We have
already launched specific lines for rugby, football, basketball, American football,
volleyball, lacrosse and baseball and will continue to expand the line as appropriate.
The technology really is taking the moisture transport undergarment concept to
another level.
How is it marketed?
We are working with a number of key athletes and teams globally to develop the
product range and will shortly be announcing a team of UK endorsees.
The focus so far has been on professional rugby, rugby league and football clubs,
with teams wearing not only our HexPad products but also our hDc Undergarments
and using our extensive range of Sports Medical items. It is the unique approach
across all sectors of the range that is starting to create a credible message that
consumers can relate to under the strapline, ‘McDavid - Protect Your Body’.
Core advertising in football and rugby consumer titles will also help to push this
message and ensure that retailer sell-through is encouraged, as will extensive PR and
promotional activity and partnerships across clubs, players and governing bodies.
What is the most effective way a retailer can market the product?
McDavid has always been know for its commitment to in-store merchandising. Our
bespoke display stands will be available to all customers to enable them to
merchandise the product in the most effective way possible and to reinforce the
technology message by providing key support materials. A full range of point of sale
and promotional materials will also be available shortly to complement the McDavid
HexPad range as a whole.
We will also be working with key retailers to put together cooperative advertising
campaigns to assist in product sell-through and will be listing stockists in above the
line advertising activity.

www.sports-insight.co.uk

www.newbalance.co.uk
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Diary Dates
ISPO Summer 05

The Off Price Show

Europe’s biggest trade show plays host to around 1,500 exhibitors from
all over the world. The event is divided into sports-specific halls for easy
navigation.

The Off Price Show London gives retail
buyers the opportunity to source
bargains from current, clearance, end
of season, over makes and liquidated
stock. Leading brands and highquality unbranded clothing and
footwear is offered at low prices by
wholesalers, importers and producers.

When: July 3-5, 2005.
Where: Munich Trade Fair Centre, Munich.
Admission: In advance: one-day ticket EUR 17 (approximately £11.50).
Two-day ticket EUR 26. Three-day ticket EUR 34.
At the fair: one-day ticket EUR 29 (approximately £20). Two-day ticket
EUR 39. Three-day ticket EUR 47.
Organiser: Messe München GmbH
Exhibition website: www.ispo.com
Opening times:
Sunday-Monday 9am-6pm
Tuesday 9am-5pm.

Outdoor Preview
At Outdoor Preview you’ll be able to see the
leading brands from the outdoor sector
showing apparel, footwear and equipment. The event will be a great
opportunity to preview the latest ranges, identify key product lines and
compare brand against brand.
When: July 6-8, 2005.
Where: NEC, Birmingham.
Admission: Trade only. FOC. You can register online at
www.outdoorpreview.co.uk
Organiser: Outdoor Industries Association: Tel: 0208 842 1111.
Opening times: TBC.

OutDoor Fair
'One Step Beyond' is the new slogan for the Outdoor
trade show.
The top 100 best-selling market leaders, as well as
many other companies that have made a name for
themselves in the outdoor market, will be exhibiting, with
more than 70 per cent of exhibitors coming from abroad.
When: 21-24 July, 2005.
Where: Friedrichshafen, Germany.
Admission: four-day ticket in advance - EUR 26 (approximately £17). EUR 39
(approximately £26) on the door.
Catalogue (EUR 10) can be ordered in advance from www.europeanoutdoor.de
Organiser: The European Outdoor Group. www.european-outdoor.de
Opening times: Thursday-Saturday 9am-9pm. Sunday 9am-5pm.

When: September 18-19, 2005.
Where: Olympia, London.
Admission: register free at
www.offpriceshow.co.uk or £5 on
the day.
Organiser: IDEX Media.
Tel: 0208 675 4745.
Opening times: Sunday 10am-6pm.
Monday 10am-5pm.

The Cycle Show
With over 130 stands from the major bike companies as well as niche
and specialist brands, your visit to the Cycle Show is a highly effective
way to see all the new bike and product ranges for 2006. As well as
meeting key suppliers, the show is a great way to see what's new in
the market and research the latest trends.
When: October 13-16, 2005.
Where: ExCeL, London.
Admission: free to the trade. Pre-register at www.cycleshow.co.uk
Organiser: Upper Street Events.
Tel: 020 7288 6733.
Opening times: Thursday 10am-7.30pm. Friday: 10am-7pm. Saturday:
10am-6pm. Sunday: 10am-4pm.

The Tent Show@Stoneleigh
This show provides a unique opportunity for retail buyers to view 2006
ranges from the main suppliers, all at one venue. In addition to tents,
manufacturers will also showcase sleeping bags, ruc sacs, footwear, camping
furniture and accessories.
When: September 4-9, 2005.
Where: NAC Stoneleigh Park.
Admission: by invitation only.
Organiser: Media Contact Services. Tel: 0161 827 7405.
Opening times: 9am-5pm daily.
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STAG Members Show, in
association with Sports Insight
Seventy-five suppliers will be exhibiting and an expected 150 STAG
members will attend, making this the largest buying show in the UK for
the independent sports trade.
When: November 20-21, 2005.
Where: Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire.
For further information: call Stag on 01793 715400.

Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900

Name Game

Sponsorship news
REEBOK has signed Amelie Mauresmo to a multi-year deal that will
see the French tennis player feature in the company's ‘I Am What I
Am’ TV marketing campaign.

MCDAVID has signed a deal with Bolton
Wanderers and Finnish international
goalkeeper, Jussi Jaaskelainen, to wear
the brand’s HexPad body protection
technology and hDc mixture transport
undergarments. He’ll also be using
McDavid Sports Medical supports and
tape.
Says Jaaskelainen: “What impressed
me most was the extent of the McDavid
product range. I now have a range of
products that keep me cool and dry,
protect me from impact and fit like a second skin as well as having
supports, tape, strapping and hot and cold therapy lines in my bag.”
To further develop the HexPad range, McDavid has also signed a
deal with ProKeeper - the UK’s only coaching clinic for amateur and
professional goalkeepers. Keepers of all standards and from all
divisions will provide a test bed for new product development and
seeding throughout the goalkeeping community.
PUMA has signed Freddie Ljungberg to boost the brand's sports
marketing portfolio ahead of next year's World Cup. The four-year
deal is worth a reported £1.5 million a year and means Ljungberg will
wear Puma's Cellerator Zero 5 boots.
PRINCE SPORTS has signed an exclusive
worldwide agreement to provide The All
England Lawn Tennis & Croquet Club with
the official tennis racket and tennis bag for
the Wimbledon tournament.
A full range of Wimbledon by Prince
rackets and sports bags will be available in
retail outlets around the world as well as
exclusively at the Wimbledon
Championships. The range targets avid and
club players who are looking for a
combination of light weight, comfort and
power in products carrying the unique and
exclusive hallmark of Wimbledon.
TECH AIR is now the official supplier of sports bags to the England
cricket team. The company will provide a wide variety of bespoke kit
bags and specialist computer cases to the England team until the end
of 2007.
The partnership also includes advertising, a link on the sponsor's
page to the England and Wales Cricket Board website and exclusive
photography with high profile members of the England squad.
VULKAN has signed a sponsorship deal with England and Leicester
Tigers flanker Lewis Moody.
Moody, 26, has 27 England caps to his name. Says Fiona
Wiseman, Vulkan brand manager: “We are thrilled to be working
with Lewis as he embodies many of the qualities that represent
Vulkan. He plays one of the toughest sports there is, in one of the
toughest positions.”
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Sports
Mitre
takes
kit
award
Shorts Transfer Market
RUCANOR SPORTS
has relocated from
Essex to new offices
in Daventry,
Northamptonshire.
With the relocation,
Rucanor now has a
central base with
purpose-built
showrooms.
The company will be
exhibiting at ispo
summer 05 in Hall B1,
Stand 106. To arrange
an appointment call
David Westhead
on 01327 706221
or email
d.westhead@rucanor.com

CPS PARTNERSHIP LTD
has been appointment
as sole UK distributor
for the Amabilia HPRC
range of cases. These
high quality and
rugged watertight
protective cases have
a built-in purge
system and are
currently used in
many military,
photographic and
sporting applications.
For further
information visit
www.amabiliacases.co
.uk or contact CPS
Partnership on
01424 442663.
The recommended
retail prices range
from £20 to £200.
Cases can be supplied
empty or have cubed
foam inserts or
interior Cordura bags.
The three larger cases
come with or without
wheels.

EAS has been named
the Official
Nutritional Products
partner for high-flying
Premiership rugby
squad, Sale Sharks. A
two-year contract
from July 1, 2005 to
June 30, 2007 has just
been signed.
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Industry movers and shakers
THE AMER SPORTS CORPORATION, the company that incorporates the Wilson, Atomic,
Suunto and Precor brands, has appointed Michael White as its new Country Manager for
its operations in the UK and Ireland.
White was previously general manager at Office Depot, ICI Paints and French
Connection. He started his career in sales and marketing with textile group Coates Viela,
working in Europe, USA and South America.
White succeeds Allan Bond in the UK role. Bond is retiring after 40 years with the
company, including eight years as Country Manager.
EAS has recruited two new sales team members to strengthen its support of
health food retailers, gyms and clubs nationwide.
Renzo Algieri (pictured), covering the south west of England and Wales,
brings to EAS a mix of sales skills and personal experience of the sports
nutrition market. His interest in martial arts, bodybuilding and personal
training ensures a deep understanding of the sports nutrition market and
clear appreciation of the EAS range.
David Cresswell, who will be covering the north, border country, Scotland
and Northern Ireland, is an active sportsman and coach with a strong
background in the sports and leisure markets.
AMG OUTDOOR LTD has appointed Euan Cormack as
retail trainer. Cormack will work with retailers to
provide training support for the promotion of AMG’s
brands, including Vango, Force Ten, Rossignol,
Trezeta, Lichfield, Teva, Trangia, Storm and
Wayfayrer.
He joins the company from Snow & Rock, where
he worked as staff trainer for all Snow and Rock
technical staff, specialising in ski and boot sales.
GLENBRAE GOLF has made Iain Mackenzie its new sales agent for the north east
of England. Mackenzie is a member of Hallamshire Golf Club and is the brother
of European Tour professional and Glenbrae-sponsored player Malcolm
Mackenzie. He is also well known throughout the golfing community as a result
of his current role as Yorkshire County Captain.

Widney Sports wins
latest S&L prize
Sports & Leisure UK’s specialist racket sports member, Widney
Sports of Solihull, has won the group’s Tennis Member of The
Year Award. The prize is two sets of tickets to the Stella Artois
Championships, held at Queens Club, London, which were
provided by Ellesse, sponsor of the award.
“We bought the business two years ago with the goal of
becoming the area’s number one racket sports specialist,” says
Widney Sports proprietor, Martin Ward. “We are in this for the
long term, consequently we are keen to promote sport at
youth level.
Widney Sports: winner
“Tennis has worked particularly well for us and we now
of Sports & Leisure UK’s
have nine good coaches on our books as well as sponsoring
Tennis Member of The
Andy Fitzpatrick, who is in the British top five under 16s.”
Year Award
Says Kevin Thompson, managing director of Ellesse
Europe: “Since the brand’s birth in 1959, Ellesse has always
“The Ellesse brand has achieved a high level of success
remained true to its tennis heritage. As we move forward,
with tennis specialists such as Widney Sports, and we are
Ellesse will continue to ensure that the tennis collection looks especially delighted that they have won this award.”
as good on the court as it performs, which is what the
For further details on the Sports & Leisure UK Awards call
consumer demands.
01977 662861 or visit www.sports-uk.co.uk

SPORTS INSIGHT
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“Stephen Hendry is the only man with a face that comes with free garlic bread.”
Nick Hancock describes the seven-times world snooker champion
Harrows gets thumbs-up from Brand Council
The Brand Council, the UK's independent authority on branding, has
selected Harrows Darts as one of Britain’s Strongest Sports Brands.
Says Robert Pringle, Harrows’ Sales and Marketing Director:
“This award is a powerful endorsement of our company’s history,
heritage and achievements. With over 31 years’ expertise in
manufacturing precision darts equipment in England, we take pride
in distributing our products to over 95 countries worldwide.“
To celebrate the achievements of the winners, the Brand
Council has published a superb 110-page hardback book, which
analyses the brand values of all of the major sports companies.

ANATOM HAS A BITE AT THE FOOTWEAR MARKET
Specialist footwear distributor Anatom has added Bite Orthosport
footwear to its growing portfolio, which currently includes specialist
products such as Superfeet premium insoles, SmartWool performance
socks, the patented Brannock foot measuring device and Yankz sure lace
systems.
Bite Orthosport footwear, from just outside Seattle, is unique in that
it is the only sandal brand that accepts an orthopaedic footbed. This
product sits well with Anatom’s other footwear products, especially
Superfeet, and the company’s overall concept of promoting good foot
health and professional footwear fitting. Commenting on the recent
addition of the Bite brand, Anatom’s MD Gordon Fraser said: “Bite fits
with our vision of providing innovative footwear products. We will be
introducing the range on a selective basis and are keen to work with
retailers who are committed to providing real solutions for their
customers and see this as a fantastic opportunity to develop their
performance footwear sales.”
The Bite range will be sold into specialist outdoor and sports
footwear retailers. Included in the range are watersports, casual and
sports sandals for men and women. For further details of the Bite range
contact Anatom on 0131 221 2200 or visit www.anatom.co.uk

YU srl is new UK licensee for TYR
YU srl, a division of Luigi Bonza srl of Oleggio near Milan, is
the new UK licensee for TYR.
Luigi Bonza is a long-established manufacturer of swimwear for
a number of leading brands, producing over 1.5 million swimsuits
annually in and around Europe.
The new TYR sales office is based at the company’s head office
in Italy, but to ensure no extra cost to its UK customers it can be
reached using the new 0845 606 6343 telephone number. The TYR
sales line will be handled by Lisa Castle, who will oversee all
enquiries.
Len Burdell will continue in his role as Sales and Marketing
Manager and will be assisted by a sales team comprising old and
new faces.
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Pentland takes
control of JD

Sports
Shorts

Pentland Group has announced it now has majority
ownership of JD Sports. The company, which also owns
Ellesse, Speedo, Kickers, Berghaus and Red or Dead,
bought out the 45 per cent of the business owned by JD’s
co-founders, John Wardle and David Makin, last month.
It now says its bid vehicle, Manchester Square
Enterprises, has received total acceptances amounting to
just over 56 per cent of the company’s shares.
Says Stephen Rubin, chairman of Pentland Group plc:
“JD is a business that we know well, run by a
management team in which we have every confidence. It
is positioned in a fast-growing segment of the UK retail
industry and we are delighted by this opportunity to
become a substantial, long-term and supportive
shareholder.”
In the year ended January 31, 2004 JD made a profit
before tax of £2.1 million.

AMG OUTDOOR has
been appointed as the
exclusive distributor of
the UGG Australia
footwear brand in the
UK and Eire. Part of the
Deckers Outdoor
Cooperation, UGG will
have a dedicated sales
team and brand
manager. The company
says it believes it will
benefit from AMG’s
experience in the
footwear market, its
specialised distribution
centre, infrastructure
and network of
established retail
customers. AMG will
take delivery of the
Autumn 05 collection
from August 1, 2005.

Adidas opens world’s biggest sport performance store
Adidas opened the largest sport
performance store in the world in
New York on May 7. The 29,500
square foot outlet was officially
opened by Herbert Hainer, CEO of
Adidas-Salomon AG, and Adidassponsored athletes Anna
Kournikova and Sebastian Telfair.
Located at 610 Broadway, the
store features the widest selection
of sports product in New York.
“Our Adidas Sport Performance
Stores are an important
communication platform for us here we can showcase the breadth

ISPO is launching the
first European directory
of the sporting goods
sector in cooperation
with the European
edition of Sporting
Goods Intelligence. New
directories for Eastern
Europe and Southern
Europe will provide
comprehensive data on
2,000 brand owners,
licensees, distributors,
agents, major retailers
and key executives. A
Lotto
directory for Central and
President,
Northern Europe is
Andrea Tomat
planned for February
2006.

Lotto President,
Andrea Tomat

DIADORA has had
10,000 of its new
Scotland International
Home football shirts
stolen whilst in transit to
retailer JJB. All the shirts
are security coded and
individually numbered.
The numbers and codes
of the shirts stolen in
the robbery have been
circulated to the police.
Anybody who has any
information about the
robbery or has been
offered any of these
shirts should contact
Lancashire Police on
01282 472622 or
Diadora UK on
01625 421212.
12
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and depth of our brand offering in
a unique setting,” says Paul
McGuire, Head of Retail
Development at Adidas America.
“Adidas makes products for
more sports than any other brand
and this is our opportunity to
demonstrate that. We want people
to think of the Adidas Sport
Performance Store as more than
just a store, but a destination for
athletes.”
Including New York, Adidas
currently has 19 concept stores
worldwide.

Lotto sales remain steady
Sales of Lotto products around the world in 2004 were up a million
Euros on 2003 figures to EUR 256 million.
According to the company, the Mediterranean area was the strongest
performer in terms of proportion of sales. The cluster of companies
including Portugal, Spain, France, Italy and Turkey accounted for 53 per
cent of overall corporate sales, while Europe as a whole accounted for 67
per cent.
A significant boost came from the Far East (which accounted for 18
per cent of sales in 2004, posting growth of 19 per cent), with particularly
good performance reported in South Korea and Taiwan (up 37 per cent
and 105 per cent respectively).
“We are very satisfied with the results achieved,” says Lotto President,
Andrea Tomat. “Mainly because they were attained in a particular period
of the company’s business. In addition to the global market situation, two
other important factors influenced 2004 figures - closure of the warehouse
in December, pursuant to the relocation of the company offices, as well as
the Euro and dollar exchange rate, which negatively influenced the value
of non-European exports by another EUR three million.”
Tomat believes Lotto’s best growth will be in the east. “Attention is
centred on two emerging markets at the moment - China and India,” he
says. “Lotto will initiate two important distribution projects in both
countries in 2005 and expects spectacular business development. Sales in
the area as a proportion of total sales should increase substantially and we
are working hard to seize all the opportunities.”

Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900

String Selection
Mark Ibbotson shows you how to
successfully select your string and price
your service

"Apart from him peeing in the street and a visit to the
police station, he has been spot-on for me."
Graeme Souness on the recent behaviour of Kieron Dyer.

Customers love the idea that a particular string will enhance their
playing experience. It may not enable them to play a backhand properly,
but if they feel more confident with their game you are certainly giving
them value for money and they will invariably come back for more.
For your stringing service you need to have a range of strings that
cover most players’ game-styles, playability and durability requirements,
as well as budgets.
For tennis stringing divide your
strings into the following categories:
•
Power
•
Comfort
•
Control
•
Durability
•
Value
Then offer two strings in each category, of differing prices, so that you
can appeal to all budgets.
Power
High-technology multifilament (polyurethane, elastyl or natural gut) for
the player who desires the best of everything. This should include your
flagship, state-of-the-art string. £20-£30.
Comfort
Similar to the above, but a slightly lower price. Soft, supple multifilament
string for people who have very stiff, light rackets and therefore need
protection from vibration and shock. £15-£25.

Durability and Value. However, within the Durability range, polyester is not
applicable for squash.
For badminton stringing you really only need to consider Power and
Value. For power you should have a braided multifilament.
You should also advertise a labour fee for when a customer provides their
own string. £10 to £15 is fair for a really professional service.
Marketing
Have a board behind or near the machine where you can advertise the
service and display your price list. You should consider buying a number of
sets of each string, so you can display the packet on the board and an offcut of the string.
Customers love to see the pictures and technical information and feel the
string. For your stock of string consider buying reels, where these are available,
since your margin will be better and you can economise on string length. If
reels are not available, most manufacturers offer discounts for quantity.
If all this is still rather daunting, keep it simple and offer one string in each
category and work from there, adding more depending on demand. You
could also offer discounts for junior players or members of local clubs and use
a logo and stencil ink to apply the racket or string manufacturer’s logo to the
end of the strings.
Mark Ibbotson is Director of Smash Sports, UK distributors of Tecnifibre rackets
and strings.
Smash Sports, PO Box 513, Walton-on-Thames KT12 5YX. Tel: 0870 242
2070. Email office@smashsports.co.uk

Control
A stiffer string, maybe a hybrid or with a central core to retain
tension, designed to enhance spin for players looking for more
control. You can also increase control by stringing tighter or using a
thinner string. £16-£25
Durability
There are many factors that affect durability, in particular the type of
racket, the density of the stringing pattern, the player’s use of spin and
their frequency of play. Some durable strings are made of polyester,
which is currently favoured by many professional players.
However, these players use it for its ‘crisp’ feel, which helps control
the inherent power of their racket and strokes. They usually only play
with it for a few sets and then cut it out.
Although polyester is hardwearing, after a time it loses its resilience
and becomes hard work and unforgiving, so can make arms ache.
Young players should really avoid this string unless they are prepared to
string regularly, not just when the string breaks.
You might offer polyester in a sub-category called ‘Tour’ or ‘Pro’
string, aiming it at high level, serious players. Offer a string that blends
polyester with a softer, multifilament string, so that the feel and
elasticity is retained, or make up hybrids of different strings to deal
with particular issues.
Basic polyester: £15-£20
Tour polyester: £18-£22
Hybrids and specialist string: £18-£25
This category offers you good margins from a wide variety of strings,
most of which will be nylon-based. Some are described as ‘synthetic
gut’. You can offer different coloured strings, metallic or textured, thin
or thick. This range should include your lowest price point - £12 to £15
upwards - but it very much depends on your shop’s location and the
cost of living in the area.
For squash stringing you really only need the categories of Power,

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

Retail management system is an ace for David Lloyd Leisure

STAG unveils new
promotional brochure
The Sports Traders Alliance Group has produced an excellent brochure to
remind its current membership of the benefits of STAG and to attract new
retailers.
Says STAG Sales & Marketing Director, Ricky Chandler: “We have tried to
be different in our approach as everyone gets so much mail these days. We
wanted something that would grab someone’s attention and be designed in
a way that is readable, thought provoking, fun and would create a reaction
to contact us.”
MD Ward Robertson has been on his travels once again this month,
visiting many current members and prospecting new ones. STAG took on
eight new members in May and is planning to hold its first regional members
meeting at the headquarters of UK Leisurewear in the near future.
“The meeting is designed to provide a forum for interaction between
the retailers and the suppliers,” says Chandler. “We’re planning for it to be
relaxed and beneficial for all those who attend.”
STAG has also organised an open day with Unicorn for members on July
6 at Unicorn HQ.
For further information call 01793 715406.

David Lloyd Leisure clubs now have a retail management
system that can meet the needs of its 320,000 members,
thanks to ECR Retail Systems and TOSHIBA TEC.
The clubs offer the widest range of rackets, health and fitness
facilities available in the UK and Ireland. From gym equipment to
racket facilities, swimming pools to health and beauty, no other
group offers such a variety of fitness options, tailor-made to suit
the needs of the individual.
Since David Lloyd Leisure launched in the late 1980s, the
company has gone from strength to strength. Now part of
Whitbread plc, it is the UK’s leading health and fitness club
operator with 56 clubs, 41 of which offer racket facilities.
As the company expanded, David Lloyd Leisure looked to its
existing EPoS supplier, ECR Retail Systems, to develop a system that
could meet the rapidly increasing demands of the business.
ECR Retail Systems carried out a detailed evaluation of the
organisation’s growing business needs. It responded to the
challenge with its latest generation ECR ‘TOUCH’ Software and
TOSHIBA TEC’s ST-60 touch screen terminals. The strong
relationship forged between ECR Retail Systems and David Lloyd
Leisure enabled ECR to develop its TOUCH software to provide
customised reporting and functionality to fit David Lloyd’s specific
requirements.
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Interview

60

Seconds…
Graham Richards,
managing director of the
Hilly Clothing Company
Can you tell us how the brand has
developed?
From a product perspective, when I
joined the company less than four years
ago we had four socks and a few
accessories in the range. We now have a
complete range of technical performance
socks and accessories with a significant
product development programme in
place.
Sales have increased tenfold and
without doubt the Hilly brand is now well
recognised and respected and we are the
key player in our sector in the specialist
running stores.
What’s the philosophy behind the brand?
It’s quite simple really, we want to
produce technically advanced and
innovate products that offer value for
money and customer satisfaction. From a
trade point of view, we offer an excellent
service and we are nice people to deal
with.
How have sales been in the past 12
months?
Sales have been very encouraging and
we are currently well exceeding our
targets. This is due to the combined
effect of the general development of our
brand and also the running market is very
buoyant at present.
Is the demand for your products
growing? If so, why?
Yes, we are experiencing an increase in all
areas - both socks and accessories. In
particular, sales of our Twin Skin (double
layer) Moisture Management socks are
phenomenal, so much so that our UK
supplier has now put on a night shift to
keep up with demand.
We also had tremendous success at
the recent London Marathon Expo with a
new range of neoprene accessories. I am
certain this is due to the quality of the
products and the service that we offer.

Who are your products aimed at?
Everything is designed for the running
market, be it the elite athlete or the ‘Joe
jogger’. In saying that, the technical merits
of the socks lend themselves to most
sports, eg racket sports, cycling, etc.
Indeed, one of our lightweight socks is
worn by many of the Premiership football
teams as a liner sock.
What are your current best sellers and
why?
On the socks front, our double layer
socks have become our most popular line.
The key reason is that they are probably
the best double layer socks in the world,
with a seamless toe construction, a
permanent antimicrobial and wicking inner
sock, an arch grip, ‘y’ heel and Lycra for a
better fit. Forward orders also indicate that
our new range of accessories will be very
popular.
Have you any new lines that you can tell
us about?
We will launch a complete new range of
neoprene accessories - mobile phone
carrier, MP3 carrier, wrist wallet, running
pouches, etc - in the summer and a
complete new collection of reflective
products, hats, gloves, bags and packs in
the winter.
We are also working on several new
and very innovative socks to be launched
in early 2006 and will further upgrade
several of our current lines as well.
Dr Ron Hill MBE, the man who designs
your technical performance socks, seems
like a real character. Can you tell us a bit
more about him?
Ron is a great attribute to our company.
He is a running legend, having won the
European and Commonwealth marathons
back in 1969 and 1970, with a personal
best of 2.09.28 set in 1970.
He also has a PhD in Textile Chemistry,
which is a major advantage in the design
and technical aspects of the socks. He has
run more than 145,000 miles, hasn’t
missed a day’s training in over 40 years
and is currently aiming to compete in 100
different countries before he is 70 in four
years time. He has currently achieved 86.
To complete the story, he was the first
person to import Nike shoes into this
country, he has designed shoes for
Reebok, introduced the carbo-loading diet
for distance athletes and has been a key
innovator in introducing synthetic fabrics
into the running market.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCTS

What’s New

The latest lines from the world’s leading manufacturers

TUSA VIEW
swimming goggles
The high quality range of TUSA VIEW
swimming goggles, manufactured in Japan, are
distributed in the UK by CPS Partnership Ltd, a
leading distributor of diving and watersports
equipment.
Most of these goggles can be fitted with corrective
lenses, available in both minus and plus diopters, ranging from -1.0 to 10.0 and +1.0 to +6.0. A very attractive small counter display stand is also
available on which can be displayed a selection of swimming goggles and
corrective lenses. Also available are pool caps in either silicone or lycra.
CPS Partnership Ltd also distributes the TUSA Reef Tourer range of
masks, snorkels and fins which are ideal for snorkelling. Mask & Snorkel sets
in this range come in neat and colourful blister packs, ideal for point-of-sale
display. Fins come in a range of styles and foot sizes.
You can view the complete range at www.cpspartnership.com For further
information contact CPS Partnership Ltd on 01424 442663 or
email: nathan@cpspartnership.com

Tecnifibre T-Fight 325
Chosen by many of Tecnifibre’s
top professional players, the TFight 325 is a high performance
racket from the company’s Fight
range.
Designed for strategic play
around the baseline, it
incorporates Texalium, an
exclusive fibre developed by
Hexcel Fabrics and used in the space and aircraft industries. Texalium
increases the stiffness to mass ratio, whilst providing outstanding control
for discerning players. The T-Fight 325 is slightly longer than standard
(27.4 inches) with a dense 18x20 stringing pattern for a firmer feel and
enhanced string life.
The T-Fight 325 is the choice of Fernando Verdasco, Ivo Karlovic,
Wesley Moodie and many other Tecnifibre
contract players. It is supplied as a frame only,
thus enabling the player to customise it to their
specific requirements. Many top players use
Spinfire Maxipower, Tecnifibre’s tour-specification
polyester string, available in sets and reels.
You can view the complete range at
www.tecnifibre.com. For trade enquiries contact
Smash Sports on 0870 242 2070 or e-mail
sales@smashsports.co.uk.
16
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Rucanor Teamsport
Rucanor Sports has just
launched a new collection of
Teamsport apparel and
equipment especially designed
for the football and volleyball
market.
The football range
consists of three
collections. The entry
price point
‘Competition’ range
consists of both long
and short-sleeve
indoor and outdoor
shirts and a selection
of shorts, tracksuits,
windbreakers, coaching
jackets and football socks. The
‘Performance’ and 'Excellent'
collections include a full
selection of kit that
incorporates ‘Cooldry’
technology.
Rucanor Sports has also
produced a 100-page
Teamsport brochure for retailers
to promote to clubs, which
includes the full range of
Teamwear apparel and
equipment.
For more information contact
your local sales representative
or call the Rucanor Sales
Hotline on 0845 230 0147. Sales
fax: 0845 230 0148 or email:
uk@rucanor.com

Copyright Woodworm/Getty Images

Woodworm tracksuit and training range
New to Woodworm’s collection in 2005 is a stunning tracksuit and training
range. Every retailer to have stocked the range this year has come back for
more, with many having re-ordered several times over.
The tracksuit is of international quality and was designed in close
conjunction with Woodworm players Andrew Flintoff and Kevin Pietersen. The
training shirt and shorts are similarly as good as any international player in the
world can expect. The black/white colour coding has been a major success.
Woodworm: 01403 782444. Email: info@woodworm.tv Website:
www.woodworm.tv

Global Football
Global Football has launched its newly refurbished website this month, meaning you can
now see a comprehensive range of its official licensed Premiership football merchandise at
www.globalfootballcompany.com.
In addition to its range of summer caps and back-2-school products,
Global Football is already stocking brand new product designs to
celebrate:
• Chelsea Premiership Champions
• Arsenal FA Cup Winners
• Liverpool Champions League Winners
New products are arriving daily, so get in touch and be amongst the first to stock
up on these new lines while they last.
Call 0161 282 0770 or email info@globalfootballcompany.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCTS

What’s New

The latest lines from the world’s leading manufacturers

TOSHIBA rebrands for new retail landscape

KooGa PRO rugby boots

TOSHIBA TEC corporation has announced plans to boost TOSHIBA TEC
Europe Retail Information Systems’ European market share to 15 per
cent by 2007.
To reinforce its identity as part of the Toshiba Group of companies,
TOSHIBA TEC Europe Retail Information Systems has rebranded its
product range from TEC to TOSHIBA. This next logical step forward in
growth will provide the European retail market with more integrated instore technology solutions, embracing EPOS, bar code printing and
digital merchandising.
The first PoS product to be launched within the TOSHIBA portfolio
of products will be the ST-7000 open PoS terminal. This new PoS, with
its robust and versatile design, integrates power and connectivity into a
very small footprint, optimising essential selling space.
www.toshibatec-eu.com

KooGa Rugby has launched a new high-performance rugby boot - The
PRO.
Trialled by rugby’s elite players last season, The PRO Boot received
its call-up last month and is now currently starring on the feet of some
of our Lion’s Tour stars, including England lock, Danny Grewcock, and
centre, Will Greenwood.
Designed specifically for rugby players, The PRO Boot uses the
latest rugby technology to synchronise with the unique movements of
a rugby player’s foot, allowing for unrivalled kicking accuracy,
maximum running speed and the firmness and strength needed for
rugby of the very highest performance. It’s also the lightest specialist
rugby boot on the market, weighing in at just 290 grams.
For more information on KooGa PRO Boots visit www.kooga-rugby.com
or call 08708 454 544.
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Diamond Football Company
The Diamond Football Company specialises in manufacturing
and supplying professional quality footballs and accessories to
the sports trade. The company’s products are used on the
training grounds of most Premiership and SPL clubs - both at
academy and first-team level.
Product improvement and innovation are the key to The
Diamond Football Company’s success and its new catalogue
shows the range currently being used at Fulham FC’s training
ground.
Old favourites like the Trainer Pro Ball and Pro Quality
Boundary Poles have been supplemented with a number of
new items, including two qualities of mannequin in senior and
junior sizes.
Competitive prices and high quality goods, aligned with
superior service, means that retailers are keen to stock the
products - all of which can be found across the British Isles.
To see the full range visit www.diamondfootball.com

Sporteq punch bag
Made by Sporteq, UK manufacturer of
punchbags and martial arts contact shields,
this is a brand new four-in-one concept bag
weighing around 27-30kg with a height just
under 4ft. Designed for both home and gym
use, it combines a heavy impact resistant
Torso (filled using plastic/rubber granules) that
merges into a straight target area of
approximately six inches (filled using
combination machine fill).
Mushrooming out to a wide 18-inch
uppercut bag, it utilises six straps attached to
a unique Sporteq swivel, allowing the
professional to practice total, all-around acute
angle body workout techniques.
A ‘D’ ring attachment at the bottom
allows for a reaction rebound if secured to
the floor using the supplied rubber cord.
Sporteq Ltd. Tel: 01706 347 444. Mobile:
07915 666617. Fax: 01706 719191.

The Wholesaler UK
Launched in 1999, The Wholesaler UK is an
online trade directory aimed at independent
retailers looking for UK-based suppliers.
Although old in internet terms, the directory
offers a new and very cost-effective way for
sportswear and sports equipment manufacturers
to reach the independent retail sector. With
many high street retailers facing an uncertain
future and suppliers competing for dwindling
markets, now is the time for manufacturers to
find new ways of reaching their target market
and take advantage of the growing use of the
internet as a promotional tool.
Retailers enjoy unrestricted, free access to
the directory listing UK-based wholesalers with
product descriptions, contact details and website
links. New advertisers benefit from a free trial
and the opportunity to reach hundreds of
bonafide trade buyers from as little as £1 a day.
For more information contact Dave Heasman or
Sue Nayler on 01608 811194 or visit
www.thewholesaler.co.uk
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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ISPO SUMMER 05 PREVIEW

HOW WILL YOU BENEFIT
FROM ATTENDING?
“ispo is the best platform for
information and orders,” says Peter
Knoll. “Specialist retailers can obtain
an overview of the entire international
offer range before starting the rounds
of ordering.
“The smaller specialised retailers profit
particularly from ispo. Those shops with
a smaller sales network or staff can
especially make use of all the
international contacts and meetings in
Munich.

Munich calling
Passports at the ready, ispo summer 05 is
just around the corner

Peter Knoll, ispo
Exhibition Director

With around 1,200 exhibitors
showcasing 1,800 brands, it can can
only be one show. Yes, you’ve guessed
it, ispo summer 05 is just around the
corner.
Exhibitors from the worlds of rackets
to running and outdoor to beachwear will
be vying for your time alongside new
features such as the Boardsports Village,
which will be designed like a beach
resort, and the ‘Plaza Del Skate’,
providing skate suppliers with a similar
presence.

On the new additions to this year’s
event Peter Knoll, ispo Exhibition
Director, explains: “The market leaders
of the surfwear, skatewear, beachwear
and streetwear industry, Billabong,
Chiemsee, Exes, O’Neill, Protest and
Quiksilver, are going to exhibit together
in a unique and authentic environment
with a clear focus on lifestyle as well as
product and design innovation in the
Boardsports Village for the first time.
“The topic of yachting will be
represented very strongly at ispovision,

HALL BY HALL
A1: ispovision
A2: sportswear, beachwear,
ispo_BrandNew, textrends
A3: board
A4: inline
B1: racket plus purchasing associations
Intersport and Sport 2000
B2: running
B3: Nordic, outdoor, fitness
B4: sourcing
B6: World Climbing Championship
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“Above all, they can collect ideas and
suggestions for their business,
marketing and sales strategies as well
as obtain information about product
innovations. They can also take a look
at other industry sectors and discover
new synergies.”
with the upcoming America’s Cup 2007
in mind and the soccer World Cup is
already making itself felt.”
According to Knoll, the biggest
sports highlights at ispo will be the
Climbing World Championships, at
which around 300 athletes from more
than 40 countries will compete for the
title, and the Munich Blade Night,
during which up to 15,000 inline fans
will congregate at the trade fair grounds.

Innovation & trend-setting
“The presentations of the exhibitors will
also be supplemented by technical trade
information, which will be provided by
the Runner’s World Action Point, the
Nordic Fitness Summit, the Nordic
Fitness Congress and the board_ispo
skate summit,” says Knoll.
“In addition, there will be various
fashion shows, and the Promostyl Trend
Barometer, WGSN Colour Forum and
IDEAS, the International Designers’
Exhibition of Active Sports, will
provide information about the trends of
the upcoming season.”
Nordic sports will have a strong
presence at this years’s summer ispo.
“Nordic Fitness remains a big sales
generator for speciality dealers, which
not only brings in new target groups,
but also revives established sports with

“ispo has a reputation for
innovation and trend-setting, and
this year’s event is no different”
VISITOR INFORMATION
When: July 3-6, 2005.
Where: New Munich Trade Fair Centre, Munich.
Opening times: Sunday to Monday - 9am to 6pm. Tuesday 9am to 5pm.

its multi-sport character and
consequently opens new horizons,” says
Knoll.
“This is becoming clear in the
inline segment, among others. Nordic
Skating is a fast growing trend and not
just as a summer alternative for winter
cross-country skiers. The sport on
wheels remains very popular and has
become a stable sales generator for the
summer, whether as a means of
transport, competitive sport or training
method.”
ispo has a reputation for innovation
and trend-setting, and this year’s event
is no different.
Says Knoll: “The Greenhouse Project
for young outdoor brands, the
board_ispo seed bed, ispo BrandNew
and the rider-owned brands area are
not only providing new stimuli in the
board sports segment, but are also
introducing speciality dealers to new
brands.
“In addition to this promotion of
the next generation, there are also good
new products from established brands.
With Falke, Jack Wolfskin, Lafuma,
Salewa, Schöffel and many other
market leaders, ispo provides a
complete range of products in the
outdoor, running and Nordic segments

to international speciality dealer, not
only in winter but also in summer.”

Using your time
In keeping with every ispo, summer
05 really does offer something for
everyone. But how do you get the best
out of the show? Obviously it’s useful
to organise meetings with exhibitors
in advance as time pressure for all fair
participants is extreme during the
four-day event.
But, says Knoll, you shouldn’t
hem yourself in with too many
meetings, but should approach the fair
with an open mind, allow yourself to
be inspired by new markets and
discover new colours and styles.
“As far as organisation is
concerned, I recommend our
ispocard,” says Knoll. “This
membership programme provides
many service advantages and benefits
- from bargain travel and hotel offers,
free use of public transport and the
airport shuttle in Munich and free fair
entry to reductions in Munich bars
and meeting places.
“It makes it possible for you to
organise your entire fair visit in a costefficient and stress-free manner.”
Sports Insight looks forward to
bumping into you around the halls. si

Admission:
Day ticket - 17*/29 € (£11.50/£19.50 approximately.)
Two-day ticket - 26*/39 €.
Permanent ticket - 34*/47 €.
*Advance purchase price until July 5, 2005.
To avoid delays at the ticket office you can pre-register as a
trade visitor and purchase discount tickets in advance from:
Messe München GmbH
Customer Service Center
D-81823 München
Tel: (+49.89) 949 11388 or
Fax: (+49.89) 949 11389
info@ispo.com
www.ispo.com
All exhibitors and trade visitors are entitled to free use of all
Munich public transport systems (MVG: S-Bahn = urban
railway, U-Bahn = underground, trams and buses) to and
from the trade fair grounds
with one of the following:
ispocard, ispo admission
ticket, guest ticket or trade
visitor pass.
There’s a shuttle bus service
between Munich airport
(Terminal 2; Terminal 1 Aera
A; Terminal 1 Central Area)
and the Trade Fair Grounds,
Entrance West, every half
hour.
Single fare: 6.50 €. Return
fare: 11 €. (Free of charge
for ispocard holders.)

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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OUTDOOR PREVIEW
EXHIBITOR LIST

Completing
the picture
Roger Southcott, Director of the
Outdoor Industries Association,
explains the need for this latest show
Marketed as ‘Everything you need
to complete the picture - 2 shows, 1
passion, no compromise’,
outdoorpreview, which takes place
on July 6-8 at Birmingham NEC, is
a new show that gives the trade a
taster of what’s to come at GO
Outdoors in September.
Sports Insight: Why the new show?
Roger Southcott: To meet the
requirements of both retailers and
brands that need to order product at an
earlier time of year. This show is
aimed at product delivery to retailers
for spring/summer 06.
SI: Why this time of year?
RS: For some time it has been
apparent that many of the larger
apparel brands in the outdoor sector
find our GO Outdoors show in
Harrogate in September too late for
their needs.
The emergence of China as the
dominant place to manufacture
product means that these brands must
submit their orders to the factories
way in advance of September. The
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Allcord
Berghaus
Bramwell International
Brasher
Chiruca
Craghoppers
Deuter
Dragonfly Venture Group
Eurotech Leisure
Flittermaus (Demon/Outdoor Scene)
Fox
Gangotra
Helly Hansen
Jack Wolfskin
Karrimor
Karrimor Footwear
Keela
Lafuma
Lowa
Lyon Equipment
Mountain Equipment
Puddlehunters
Regatta
Ring
Rohan Footwear
Rosker
Sympatex
Target Dry
Trespass
Wacky Bat
Wynnster Outdoor Leisure
Zamberlan

key time is summer, June through to
mid-August, and so we launched
outdoorpreview specifically to match
these timings.

condensed timeframe and have the
added benefit of being able to make
direct brand comparisons as
everything is fresh in their mind.

SI: Can you tell us a bit about the
format of the show?
The format is really straightforward.
Brands will exhibit in standard shell
scheme booths, effectively providing a
level playing field for all. This event is
not about building the biggest and
most expensive stand, it is about
displaying product to receptive retail
buyers at an appropriate time.

SI: How can a visitor get the best
out of the event?
Plan ahead. Whilst there are not a
huge number of brands to see, they do
have substantial ranges of products
and it is well worth trying to prioritise
your time. To make the most out of
the show it would be wise to stay over
a night so that the brands that could
not be covered in the first day can be
done, refreshed, on day two.
si

SI: How will an independent retailer
benefit from attending the show?
Retailers that are ready to evaluate
and order product in July can find that
the majority of their time is taken up
going to showrooms all over the
country and spending weeks out of the
office.
They need to visit brands on an
individual basis, which can be very
time-inefficient. A visit to
outdoorpreview means that they can
see nearly 30 core brands within a

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
When: July 6-8, 2005.
Where: NEC, Birmingham.
Admission: Trade only. FOC. You can register online at
www.outdoorpreview.co.uk
Organiser: Outdoor Industries Association. Tel: 0208 842 1111.
Opening times: Wednesday 6, 9am-7pm. Thursday 7, 9am7pm. Friday 8, 9am-2pm.
For further information visit www.outdoorpreview.co.uk or
call 020 8842 1111.

A GREAT NEW LINE

FOR THE NEW SEASON’S LINE-UP
The new range of apparel from RBK HOCKEY is designed and tailored
for players, coaches and fans. When you look good, you play and feel great!
Available from stock - no booking orders required
Distributed by Miras Sports Ltd. 18 Watermoor Road Cirencester Glos. GL7 1JW

Trade enquiries 01285 885201

E-mail: sales@miras.co.uk
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TRADE SHOWS

Trade Show Nirvana
With detailed planning and the right attitude, your next
visit to a trade show can be productive and enjoyable

Words by:
Dave Howell

Love them or loathe them, the
trade show is a fact of life for
many retailers. But are you
making the most of the time and
money you spend on attending
trade events throughout the year?
Trade shows can be a great
place to make new contacts and
see first-hand new merchandise
that could be next season’s best
seller, but with events growing in
size each year, how can you
ensure that you come away with
the information you need and a
pocket full of new and lucrative
contacts?

Copyright: alexschelbert.de ispo winter 03
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Trade shows can be time
consuming and expensive to visit, so
it’s vital that you make the time and
money you spend work for you.
The shows that you attend each
year are not social events, but are
marketplaces that you can use to keep
your finger on the pulse of
your industry.
If you approach each trade show
with a firm plan of action, and stay
focused on the goals you have set for
yourself, they can be transformed from
time consuming and tiring affairs into
vital elements of your business’
marketing strategy.

Market focus
Trade shows can become the
highlights of your marketing calendar
as they give your business the chance
to meet the suppliers you may have
only dealt with via phone, fax or
email. This personal contact can pay
great dividends as you can foster
closer relationships with them, which
may consequently turn into better
terms on the merchandise you buy.
As Andrew Morris, chief
executive of The NEC Group, points
out, personal communication is very
important: “There really is no
substitute for face-to-face contact and

Copyright: alexschelbert.de ispo winter 03

experiencing products and company’s
first-hand, as thousands of companies
prove at The NEC each year.”
The trade show is about more than
simply meeting your suppliers in
person. The shows that you attend can
give you new ideas for merchandise and
perhaps open a new market for your
store.
As Craig Cash, a director of Herbert
Sports (www.herbertsports.co.uk),
explains, you may come away from the
show with a new product line you never
intended to try. “Don’t go with
preconceived ideas of what you want as
you’ll invariably come away with
something completely different and
much better than what you had first
thought of,” he says.
Having all of your market sector’s
main suppliers under one roof for a few
days shouldn’t be an opportunity that
you squander. Certainly make your way
to the suppliers you know, but don’t
forget that a thriving market never
stands still. New companies enter the
market with innovative goods, so allow
some time for simply browsing the
trade show’s stands - you never know
what you might find.

Pre-flight checks
It’s likely that you will have a number
of trade shows that you must attend. If
you know precisely when you will be
attending, use this information to
prepare your trip to the show. Preplanning can’t be stressed enough, as

without it you won’t be able to make
the most of your visit.
Your business needs your constant
attention, but trade shows can be one
of the key ways in which you can
develop your business, so the time
you spend away from it has to be
calculated carefully, as Ricky
Chandler of the Sports Traders
Alliance Group describes: “It's just a
question of the show timing in the
year, but with the retailers needing to
spend as much time in their
businesses, they need to make each
show visit worthwhile.”
The planning you do for the trade
shows you attend each year should
start at home. Ask yourself why you
are going to the next show you have
on your calendar. What are your
objectives? Are you looking for new
product lines, or reinforcing links with
suppliers you have had a relationship
with for sometime?
As Craig Cash says, take a look at
your own business, but also your
competition as well. “What we do
before a show is sit down and talk
through all of our sales history and we
also do a lot of research into price
points, which manufacturers work
well historically for us and any gaps
that we had in the price brackets we
identified,” he says.
“We then use the show to fill
those gaps. When we look at our
competition we try and look at what
they are doing and either steer clear of

the product lines they are offering or
take a different direction. Trade shows
are invaluable, as we get to see the
products and we can also look at
manufacturers we haven’t dealt with
who might have a line we could do well
with.”
Your time at each show you attend
will be limited, but so will the suppliers
who are exhibiting. Try and draw up a
list of stands that you simply have to
visit. Make these your priority as soon
as you have entered the show hall. But
ensure that you have contacted these
suppliers and manufacturers well before
the show. It’s pointless simply turning
up at their stand, as invariably the
person you need to speak to won’t be
available.

On the show floor
The day of the event can be stressful in
itself, but if you’ve done your
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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homework and contacted the suppliers you
want to speak to, you should be armed
with an itinerary that you can use as a
guide throughout the show. As Ricky
Chandler pointed out, time is your most
precious commodity when attending a
trade show, so don’t waste it. “It's easy to
drift around a show and time can pass very
quickly,” he warns.
How you approach each show you
attend will depend on your key objectives.
The pre-planning you have done by
looking closely at your own business and
those you are competing with will give you
and any staff members you take a clear
goal that must be achieved before the close
of the show.
This can mean long days on your feet,
but, says Craig Cash, you should persevere
until you have met all your objectives. “We
know what we want to achieve at the
shows we attend, so we don’t leave until
we have fulfilled the criteria that we’ve
laid down for ourselves,” he says.
If in the past you have viewed
attending trade shows as little more than a
drain on your business’ time and resources,
you are not tapping into what they can
really offer you.
If you do your pre-planning, contact
the suppliers you must visit, but still leave
some time to browse, you’ll discover that
trade show visits can be transformed into
an essential element of your business.
As Sarah Horrell, ExCeL’s Marketing
& Communications Director, says, trade
shows are more important than ever. Don’t
lose out on a great resource for your
business.
“Not only are trade shows highly
efficient, as they allow you to see large
numbers of existing and new clients over a
short period of time, but they also allow
you to achieve a number of different
objectives or activities in tandem research, promotion, product testing,
competitor analysis, sampling,” says
Horrell.
“In a world where time is money,
where else can you get so much done in
such a short space of time? They are
si
great value.”
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HEAD TO HEAD

Susan A Friedmann, The Tradeshow Coach (www.thetradeshowcoach.com)

visiting the show in the first place. So in
other words, the trap attendees fall into is
that they don’t have a planned strategy for
the show.

Originally from London, Friedman has
been a speaker, coach and author for
over 20 years. She works with
organisations that want to grow their
marketing strategies through trade
shows.
She is the author of ‘Meeting & Event
Planning for Dummies’ and 12 other
titles, many of which have been
translated into several languages. She is
a regular contributing editor to numerous
professional and trade publications and
has appeared on a variety of radio and
TV talk shows.
If you had to pick one trap that all trade
show attendees fall into, what would it
be?
The reason they might visit too many
stands in a day is probably because they
lack a clear objective of why they’re

How important do you think pre-planning
a visit to a trade show is?
I believe that pre-show planning is
essential to maximise time on the show
floor. To best manage your time, make a list
of ‘must-see’ and ‘want to see’ companies
beforehand. Then, based on time available,
you have a plan of action.
Time is always a factor. What advice would
you give to a show attendee to better
manage their time when they are in the
show?
Attendees should plan the questions they
need to ask exhibitors to get the most
important information.
Can you give any general advice on how a
show attendee should approach
exhibitors?
Often they need to take charge of the
conversation by asking questions that will
help them get the kind of information they
need. Untrained exhibitors - sadly there are
too many around - often do all the talking
about their latest and greatest new
products. This may or may not be of
interest.

Copyright: ExCeL London
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Swimming
with promise
Martin Newton, Sales and
Marketing Manager at Aqua
Sphere UK, explains how retailers
can capitalise on the lucrative
swimming market

Sports Insight: Is swimming an allyear-round business or are there
seasonal trends?
Martin Newton: Generally it’s a
pyramid, building to a peak in July and
August to mirror the UK holiday
season. Having said that, more people
are holidaying all year round and
membership of health clubs is
booming, so sales also reflect this
spread and are strengthening across the
autumn and winter months year on
year.
SI: What are the main sectors that
purchase swimwear?
MN: Aside from the elite and club
swimmers, the volume is generated via
the recreational swimmers, swimfitness enthusiasts and mums buying
for kids.
SI: Is there more to swimming
merchandising than stocking the
latest swimwear? How can retailers
boost swimming equipment sales?
MN: Where profitability per square
foot is concerned, swim goggles and
equipment are hard to beat and some
retailers would be surprised what an
asset to their bottom line swim
equipment can be.
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It’s really important to us to keep the
retailer educated so that he can inform
the customer of the technical aspects of
the range. We like to display Aqua
Sphere goggles and masks on a
mannequin head to show how the
eyewear sits on the face. Since space for
most retailers is at a premium, we also
use a mini totem which can hold the full
range without taking up too much space.
SI: How can a sports retailer attract
swimmers looking for serious kit?
MN: Elite swimmers, or those aspiring
to become elite, want technical, top-end
Teflon Lycra Neoprene suits and quality
aquatic eyewear. In goggles and masks,
they want new silicone materials such as
Softeril and easy-to-adjust buckle
systems, along with improved wideangled curved lens technology for
greater field of vision when in the water.
A small display of these products
will prove that a retailer has an
understanding of this market and can
encourage incremental sales amongst
fitness swimmers at excellent profitable
margins.
SI: Are high street retailers stocking a
wide enough range of swimming gear?
MN: Many retailers retain only the bare

minimum of swimwear brands and
accessories, only appealing to certain
swimming groups. A good range of
price points as well as a selection of
brands highlighted to passing trade and
detailed on website/catalogue literature
will show surprising sell-through over
the summer months. For sporting goods
customers, Aqua Sphere is offering a
fast-track 24-hour order turnaround and
low minimum order quantities.
SI: Do sports retailers stock enough
serious kit for club swimmers and
triathletes?
MN: Retailers with a seaside nearby or
a swimming pool on the corner are
more likely to take on more serious
swim kit. However, all sports retailers
should be reminded that triathlon is one
of the fastest growing sports in the UK,
and these athletes demand the best gear
for swimming, cycling and running.
Aqua Sphere’s revolutionary
eyewear has become a firm favourite
amongst triathletes since we launched
the innovative SEAL mask, a product
which has won countless innovation
awards and still receives glowing
independent test reports from 220
Triathlon magazine, Ultra Fit and
swimming publications. If you think
about it, triathletes are a dream
customer - three sports rolled into one
demanding performance, top-end gear.
SI: Does swimming offer untapped
market potential for retailers?
MN: Many sports retailers back off
from stocking a good selection of
swimwear because they feel that swim
specialists cater for the club and elite
swimmers who, along with triathletes,
offer a nice volume business.
However, beneath this tier the
swimming participation pyramid
widens and fitness and recreational
swimmers abound at all ages and
abilities who visit their local pools or
health clubs regularly. This tier makes
up over 90 per cent of the total
swimming market - so yes, there is real
market potential there for retailers.
SI: Is the accessories/training aids
market still untapped?
MN: As the serious swimmer evolves
in the UK, accessories and training
aides are an easy sell-up when
purchasing a pair of goggles or a
swimsuit. Aqua Sphere offer ‘Swim
Fitness Bundles’ as a package, which
can include eyewear, a silicone swim
cap, fins, hand paddles and kick board
and pullbuoy. These can be tailored

towards the junior, female or male
swimmer.
SI: What technological developments
in swimwear or accessories have had
the most impact?
MN: Apart from the obvious advances
in fabric technology used in the top-end
swimsuits such as the TLN skin from
Aqua Sphere, Speedo’s Sharkskin and
TYR’s Aqua Shift apparel, I‘d say the
most important advance is in eye
protection.
Silicone has evolved from the
medical market with Aqua Sphere
taking the lead in utilising high-grade
silicone - patented as Softeril - to form
the frame and skirting of all our
eyewear range. Aqua Sphere’s latest
Seal XP goggle offers a full 180-degree
panoramic/peripheral view compared to
the normal 60 per cent in most
conventional goggles on the market.
Also, the new quick-release strap
system is a boon for parents with
restless kids, and our kids’ SEAL mask
offers the same comfort value of our
high-end models with an easy-to-use
buckle system that can be altered whilst
the child has the mask on. All of these
developments are really making an
impact and are something new for the
retailer to talk about to push
incremental sales.
SI: Is today’s swimwear buyer looking
for more technically advanced
product?
MN: The swimwear market is
constantly evolving and, as in the sports
footwear market, consumers buy into
new technologies and designs which
offer advantages in performance. The
swim customer is much more savvy
than s/he used to be, can see the
benefits of technically advanced
products and are more than willing to
pay for them.
SI: What are Aqua Sphere’s best
sellers?
MN: The original SEAL mask has
consistently sold year on year. Since the
launch of the new Seal XP, a hybrid of
the SEAL mask and the Kaiman
goggle, the XP is certainly coming into
its own this summer.
SI: How has Aquasphere raised its
profile? How were sales over the last
12 months and have you any
predictions for the next 12 months?
MN: Following the appointment of a
completely new team at Aqua Sphere
UK, including four full-time sales reps

and merchandisers, on the marketing
side we have appointed a highly
experienced sports PR consultant and a
new, award-winning ad agency to launch
our new ‘Visionary Thinking’ campaign
to both trade and consumer press.
As a result, sales have been steadily
improving month on month and we
envisage a 50 per cent-plus rise in sales
year on year as market share is taken
and new product lines continue to
develop.
SI: Do Olympic years boost sales?
MN: Yes, the Olympics generated an
upsurge in swimwear sales, as will the
Montreal World Championships this
year, especially to the more technical
swimwear buyer. Nice consistent warm
weather in the British Isles helps in a big
way too. Swimming is a great market to
be in - and the potential is there for
retailers to make more of it all year
round in the UK.
SI: Does the profile of swimming need
to be raised further?
MN: As an island with many waterways
running through the country, I feel that
the Government and schools could offer
a lot more towards water safety and
increasing participation of swimming to
children. The Active Health get fit
campaign the Government is backing
can only help promote swimming in this
country. The ASA and STA offer a
fantastic award system that should be
available to everyone.
The UK also needs more swim and
triathlete stars. People like Sharron
Davies, Adrian Moorehouse, Mark
Foster, James Hickman and Stephen
Parry have been fantastic for the sport
over recent times, but we could certainly
do with our own British ‘Thorpedo’ to
really connect with and inspire the next
generation of kids to take their
si
swimming further.
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Little
splash
The children’s swimwear market is a billion
pound industry. Sports Insight talks to
Konfidence Ltd managing director, Andrew Regan
Sports Insight: How big is the
children’s swimwear market?
Andrew Regan: The swimwear
market in general is growing rapidly.
With concerns over obesity,
especially among children, swimming
is fast turning into a general and
professional form of great exercise.
Based on a percentage of the
UK’s 65 million people, there is a
potential children’s swimwear market
of 7.5 million (ages 0-14 years). With
an average spend of £53 per child on
swimming accessories (suit, goggles,
swim nappy, Konfidence jacket or
arm bands), the swimming market
today is a billion pound industry and
growing.
SI: How have sales been for
Konfidence swimwear over the past
12 months?
AR: Konfidence swimwear sales
have doubled in the last 12 months
and are in fact three times as high as
the year before. We’re expecting
another good year and have some
great plans in place for 2006.
Sales have excelled, primarily
through the growth of parental
concern with swimming safety and
ability, as well as increasing concerns
over skin cancer as a result of sun
burn during childhood. The use of
chemical-based sun block has been
an issue and encouragingly parents
are now doing it the ‘Australian’ way
and covering their children whilst
they are out and about. What people
tend to forget is that you get sun
damage in the UK as well as abroad.
SI: Do sports retailers stock a wide
enough range of swimwear for
children?
AR: I think sports retailers have
changed dramatically over the last
30-40 years. They used to be the
place where you could buy
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equipment for any type of sport. Now
you get the impression that most
primarily cater for football.
Usually only products that
achieve a higher turnover are on
display, with a few smaller sections
dedicated to other sports. One could
argue that they are catering for the
masses, but swimming is clearly a
huge market and is continuing to
grow.
On the flip side to this argument,
smaller retailers in particular do have
to tackle the large national retailers
when it comes to children’s
swimming products. However, what
you tend to find is that many of the
products available to children are
very ‘babyish’ and not so sporty
looking.
Children seem to be maturing
more quickly and children and
parents find a solid, sporty looking
piece of kit more attractive. Overall, I
think the consumer’s choice is limited
and it would be great to see more of a
variety of swimming costumes,
goggles and swimming aids, as well
as new products such as UV
swimwear.
SI: How can retailers boost sales of
children’s swimwear?
AR: By displaying new and exciting
ranges in window displays and
encouraging sales with work in the
local community, ie supporting
children’s holiday activities during
the summer with promotional prices
for children attending swimming
clubs, etc.
From my experience, the retailers
that do very well are those who
display the products in their shop as
well as allow people to buy online.
People still like to walk into a shop
and see and feel the product they
want to purchase. If they don’t want
to make a decision there and then,

having the website allows them to buy
from the place they saw the product.
The key to all of this is working
well with the manufacturers or
wholesalers. Ask them to be flexible,
can they send out products to the
customers directly, can they deliver
more quickly, etc?
SI: What are the Konfidence
top sellers?
AR: The Original Konfidence Jackets,
available in three colours over three
sizes from two years to eight years.
We are also doing extremely well in
the disabled market, with our Youth
Konfidence Jackets (eight years to 14
years) and Adult Konfidence Jackets.
The fastest growing seller for
Konfidence is our range of Sporty
looking UV Suits (six months to eight
years), Shorts and T-Shirts (two yearssi
14 years).
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Swimming
TYR 2006 collection
TYR, the leading Californian
performance swimwear brand now
operating with YU srl, its new
licensee in the UK, is preparing to
launch its 2006 collection with styles
to suit everyone - from casual leisure
swimwear to Olympic champions
and particularly those in between.
In addition, the TYR
autumn/winter 2005 range is about
to hit the shelves. To support it TYR
will be operating a core stock range
service on selected swimwear and
accessory/goggle styles to enable
independent retailers to plug gaps
in their stock with quality products.
To further improve its service to
the trade, TYR has extended its UK
salesforce, incorporating both
familiar and new agents, who will
be calling on you soon.
For further details contact Lisa
Castle at TYR sales on 0845 606
6343 or email yu@bonza.it

In the swim
Aqua Sphere, a subsidiary of Aqua
Lung International, has now created a UK
subsidiary and its excellent range of competitively priced
high performance swim equipment includes 180-degree
wide-angled goggles and masks and a comprehensive midprice snorkel range for adults and kids.
The proven ‘Kaiman’ is globally acclaimed as the finest hydrodynamic
goggle on the market and combines a traditional look with state-of-the-art materials. Its two
lenses offer uninterrupted visibility that is practically identical to normal vision out of the water,
and the unique watertight Softeril seal is supremely soft, comfortable and water tight.
Offering unrivalled construction quality, Kaiman prices start at only £9 SRP - making these
goggles a great buy for any level of swimmer and offering the retailer a great margin for little
display space.
To improve your incremental swim sales this summer call Aqua Sphere UK on
01254 278873 or visit www.aquasphereuk.co.uk

Konfidence swimwear
Konfidence is the leading supplier of high quality children’s,
youth and adult swimming aids, pool and beachwear.
The Original Konfidence Jacket is the answer to restricting
armbands. It has been designed to encourage confidence in the
water as well as to develop correct swimming techniques. With
eight removable soft foam floats and a soft neoprene shell, the
Konfidence Jacket provides support for those learning to swim
at all ages, as well as those who are injured or disabled
undergoing hydrotherapy or simply for having fun.
Also available: One Size Fits All Swim Nappies (three
months-three years), UV Swimwear (six months-12years),
Neoprene Baby/Infant Wetsuits and Beach Boots.
Hotline: 01566 777720. Email: sales@konfidence.co.uk
Konfidence Ltd, 11 Church Street, Launceston, Cornwall PL15 8AW

Tweka
Tweka is a well-known name in swimwear and offers an
extensive collection for men, ladies and children. The
ladies collection starts from size eight to 24 and has a
mixture of seasonal and basic repeatable lines.
Tweka has seen a big increase in sales within sports
shops and department stores of costumes with power
netting and styles for the mature female in larger sizes.
As usual, Tweka offers mastectomy, maternity and long
torso costumes and is renowned for excellent fit, quality,
unique shaping and support and value for money.
If you are interested in seeing a representative call Sarah
Pikett on 01454 414045.
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Flying the flag
Speedo makes a splash with its new design concept
at its flagship store in London’s Covent Garden
Speedo has come a long way since its
founder 22-year-old Scottish
immigrant Alexander MacRae, started
manufacturing swimwear in 1914.
There’s been a lot of milestones since and another was reached back in April
when the company launched a new
design concept at its flagship store in
London’s Covent Garden.
According to Speedo, the store
concept has been created to reflect the
development of the brand, which now
sells not only swimwear for the pool but
an extensive range of fashion and
beachwear, board-shorts, beach apparel
and equipment.

Brand’s personality
Says Tony Wood, President of Speedo
International: “Our aim was to design a
store that would reflect the personality of
the brand and create an environment in
which our customers would truly enjoy
the Speedo shopping experience.
“The Speedo product range has
evolved dramatically over the last few
years, introducing more beach fashion
swimwear, apparel, footwear and
equipment. A retail solution needed to be
created to introduce flexibility and
enable Speedo to showcase the brand to
its full potential.”
Specialist retail design consultant,
Dalziel & Pow, designed the store.
Based in London, the company lists
among its recent clients the likes of
Argos, Hugo Boss, John Lewis, Nokia
and River Island.
It encompasses everything from
Speedo’s new designer collection,
Speedo by Rosa Chá, to everyday
beachwear and high performance
swimwear and equipment for elite
athletes. Speedo has also replicated an
Aqualab area (its research and
development HQ) on the lower ground
floor where customers can get
information and expert advice on the
company’s technical products.
“We wanted the store to
communicate a zest for life to bring
more emotion around the brand, but we
also wanted to communicate Speedo’s
strong heritage and expertise on
swimwear design,” says Wood.
“We took some of the inspiration
from cosmetic counters - the clean fresh

look combined with soft curves where
help and advice is available. The design
has been developed to allow increased
flexibility and density of merchandise.
For example, the store fittings can be
easily changed to accommodate a number
of different products and collections.
“At the store entrance we have
introduced a blue ripple illuminated wall
to invoke recollections of both sky and
water. There are also updatable display
cases with video footage, which allow us
to showcase Speedo products and
innovations in a creative way.”

Global audience
The first store of its kind in the world,
Wood says it made sense to launch the
new global concept in the capital.
“London is one of the coolest cities in the
world and attracts visitors from across the
global, so they are key reasons for
opening our flagship store in Covent
Garden,” he says.
“The store is owned and operated by
the brand and as Speedo’s international
HQ is based in the UK it was a logical
decision to select London for our first
store, as it allows us to work very closely
on the project to ensure everything is
right before we roll-out the design
globally.”
Speedo says it has experienced an
initial 15 per cent increase in sales as a
direct result of the new store fit. The new
design has allowed the company to
improve the display of merchandise and
focus on the importance of service within
the store, “all of which has been very
well received by our customers,” says
Wood.
Speedo is now looking at taking this
flagship store design to its other markets
to ensure its retail design is consistent
throughout the world. Explains Wood:
“We are already looking at an initial rollout plan to refurbish our existing 184
stores and shop-in-shops and an
additional 120 in, for example, Europe,
USA, Asia, South America, Australia and
China.”
The next step is to open stores in
China (60), Italy (Rome), Ireland
(Dublin), France (Paris) and at Bluewater
in Kent. Speedo plans to roll-out this
design and open around 300 retail outlets
over the next two years.
si
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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First buy your arrows
Darts has undergone something of a
renaissance in recent years and is
second only to football in the TV stakes
Words by:
Hugh Graham
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The final of the World Professional
Darts Championship, held at
Lakeside in January 2004, was seen
by a peak BBC television audience
of 4.6 million and broadcast to 74
countries around the world.
Darts is, without doubt, big
business - and after every televised
darts match there is a flurry of retail
activity because men, women and
young people, encouraged by the
exploits of the TV experts, resolve to
throw ‘their own arrows’.
A quick visit to the nearest pub
soon demonstrates that success in

darts is elusive and all but impossible
if novices struggle to improve their
game with darts thoughtfully provided
by the landlord. Real enthusiasts spend
small fortunes on their kit and their
game, but it is the ‘arrows’ that deserve
most attention. And the advice that
honest retailers should give all those
searching for their ideal dart is this:
“don’t buy through the internet, or
mail order - visit a retailer with a
decent range and throw large numbers
of different sorts of arrows to
determine the ideal weight and shape
for your type of throw.”
Best advice of all? “Don’t spend a
lot of money on your first set of darts.”
There are a great many fancy darts,
some with sufficient technological
gizmos to make the unwary blink, all
of which are supposed to help

enthusiasts improve their game. But,
like most other sports, enthusiasts only
improve through constant practise,
which is why dedicated players have
their own dartboard at home.
There are some extremely
expensive darts, all of which are
supposed to help improve your game.
A few of these allow you to add or
subtract weight, according to how you
are throwing on a particular day, but the
reality is this: until someone has been
playing for some time they will not
have developed a consistent throw, and
until they have done that they will not
be able to decide which darts suit their
style of throwing best.

Customer considerations
Cost is not really a factor, because most
reasonable sets of darts are priced at

HISTORY OF THE GAME
Darts began in the Middle Ages
when bored archers took it in turns
to hurl arrows at an upturned beer
barrel, probably earning points
depending upon how close they
could place their arrows to the cork
bung.
As the pastime grew in
popularity, somebody decided that it
would be better to use a cross
section of a tree as a target, the
natural growth rings providing a
means of determining who was
closest to the centre, and explains
why until recently top quality boards
were made from elm.
Employees of a brewery - Hockey
and Sons - are credited with
establishing the standard throwing
distance. The throwing line term oche - is thought to be a corruption
of the brewer’s name. It seems the
original line was established by
placing three of the Hockey threefoot beer crates end to end to
establish where the throwing line
was to be drawn.
When the brewery shortened the
length of other crates to two feet,
another throwing distance was
settled at eight feet, established by
placing four Hockey crates end to
end. Eight feet became the distance
for women, nine feet for men.

between £10 and £20. The only
prudent way to choose a set of darts is
to throw them first, which is why
retailers need to maintain a wide
range.
The most important factor about a
dart is the grip. Most throwers will
probably claim that the deciding
factor is weight. Not so, because if the
dart is slipping out of your hand when
you’re throwing, the only ‘thunk’ you
will hear is not the dart thudding into
double top but the embarrassing
sound of the point embedding itself
into the floor.
Customers should try several
grips to find the dart that slips least in
their hands. And they should be aware
of important factors such as whether
their hands sweat under competition
pressure and whether their skin

secretes considerable oil. Perhaps
fingers are calloused from manual
work, or by throwing thousands of darts
every month. Where a customer
actually grips the dart is tremendously
important, because positioning of the
throwing fingers dramatically affects
what kind of grip is right for the person.
The next consideration is how
much weight and where that weight is
sited. Darts come in many different
weights, mainly between 12 and 30
grams - with 50 grams being the
maximum allowed under ADO rules.
The ideal starting weight for
beginners is between 18-21 grams,
because most people play well with this
range of weight and it is also the least
expensive range with which to begin.
The weight of heavier darts is due to
increased amounts of tungsten, the
material chosen because it can add
weight, but not bulk. The heavier the
dart the greater the amount of tungsten
employed, and therefore the greater
expense.
The force employed to throw the
dart determines how heavy the arrow
should be, if they are to be launched
accurately. The heavier the dart, the
harder the throw has to be to project the
dart from the throwing line to the board
without the dart dropping too low in its
trajectory.
Where the dart is weighted is vitally
important to the trajectory. Some darts
are weighted towards the front, some
towards the middle and others evenly
across the length of the shaft.
Knowledgeable enthusiasts will select
the weighting site depending upon their
type of throw - arc, lob or straight.
Front weighted darts are better suited to
players who lob darts, centre weighted
or evenly weighted darts suit players
who throw straight or in an arc.

Shafts & flights
Shafts also have an
impact upon the type of
dart selected and come
in a variety of lengths
and styles.
A longer shaft is better
suited to a player with a weak
throw, or an enthusiast with a
straight throw, because this type
adds stability to the dart. Shafts are
made from a variety of materials
and while the profile of the shaft
may impact upon flight dynamics,
the material from which the dart is
made becomes important when a
mishap occurs - when one dart strikes
another, a dart is stepped upon or falls

out of the board. Metal shafts seldom
break, but they can be bent and a single
shaft, slightly out of alignment with the
rest of the set, can have a significant
affect upon the final score.
Plastic or nylon shafts come in an
incredible array of compositions and
colours, ranging from plain, to multicoloured and from soft and flexible to
hard and brittle. Plastic shafts tend to
break when there is a mishap, so it’s
essential to carry spares at important
matches.
Flights, like the shafts, are made
from a variety of materials and are
formed in a wide range of profiles. The
amount of surface area added by the
flight should be in direct proportion to
the amount of stability provided. The
larger the flight the greater the stability
and drag: beginners choose darts with
larger flights because the need for
stability is greater; experts choose
smaller flights because their throw is
more accurate and developed.
Advanced players always choose
smaller flights because larger stabilisers
get in the way when the match needs
three darts placed in the triple-20 smaller flights allow much closer
grouping.
Darts has undergone something of a
renaissance in recent years and is second
only to football in the TV stakes. PDC
events are screened live on Sky Sports
in the UK, which has generated
widespread interest and created a
platform from which World Champion
Phil Taylor proclaims: “It’s about time
darts was recognised and included in the
next Olympic Games. At least Britain
would win a few more gold medals.”
A petition calling for darts to
become a fixture in the 2008 Games in
Beijing has now been seriously
launched.
si
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Darts
Harrows Professional Darts Mat
Harrows Darts is launching a professional quality heavyduty (10kg) rubber darts mat, which is printed with
International throw lines.
In an industry first, the product is packed in a
striking full colour retail display carton, which is shrinkwrapped for added appeal. Packed two to an outer,
this product is suitable for use in any environment, be it
pub, club, tournament or simply as a means of putting
the finishing touch to a domestic games room. (SRP
£44.99.)
For further information call the Harrows Hot Line
on: 01992 300 300 or email: sales@harrows-darts.com

Harrows Tungsten 180
Precision Darts
Harrows Tungsten 180s are the
ideal introduction to the world
of Tungsten Darts Technology.
For the developing player,
these precision-made darts,
with parallel barrels for close
grouping, are supplied with
nylon shafts and holographic
flights.
Tungsten 180s are
presented in a striking full-colour clampack
at an affordable price. Available in 22, 24 and 26 grams,
SRP is £10.99
For further information call the Harrows Hot Line on:
01992 300 300 or email: sales@harrows-darts.com

New range of Unicorn darts
Team Unicorn will be playing a key role
in the new range of Unicorn darts being
launched to the trade in July.
Star player endorsements, new
designs, new materials, new
technologies - all will feature in this new
‘no holds barred’ range. There will be
new shafts, new flights (including a
brand new Sid Waddell range), new
Simpsons products and new dartboards.
The high TV profile of both Team
Unicorn and the Unicorn brand, whose
Eclipse dartboard is still the board of
choice for all Sky-televised TV darts
tournaments, will ensure maximum
exposure to darts players of all levels.
Unicorn Group customer services:
0115 9853500.
Email: assist@unicorngroup.com
Website: www.unicorngroup.com
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The Maestros and
Contenders comprise
(left to right) Kevin
Painter, Peter Manley,
world number one Colin
Lloyd, Michael Barnard
and James Wade, who
are pictured here with
Team Unicorn captain
and Sky TV
commentator, Sid
Waddell, the voice of
darts

Team Unicorn is
undoubtedly the world's
best-ever darts team,
comprising the World
Champions, Maestros
and Contenders. The
World Champions are
(left to right) John Lowe,
Phil Taylor, John Part and
Bob Anderson, who
between them have 18
world titles

LoPro s.r.p £15.00

Double Guardian
s.r.p £7.00

LoPro Female
s.r.p £12.00

Pro+Plus
s.r.p
£25.00

IN SEASON GOLF
VITALSTOCK:
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

golf style consumers: a quarterly title
that in its own words, ‘pays respect to
the ancient traditions of golf yet is
infused with contemporary style’.
While many golf fans are likely to
enter golf retail outlets and clubs this
season following TV coverage of the
Open in July, or already enthusiastic
about next year’s Ryder Cup in
Ireland, there are a growing number
who may well be keen to buy golfing
gear after watching the newest
national championship in the UK: the
Shoreditch Urban Open.

Vitalstock Ltd is committed to
introducing new, innovative products
from premier golf brands for
distribution in the UK and Europe.
When Vitalstock entered the
golfing equipment and accessories
market the game’s demographic and
attitude had begun to change, says
MD Tom Beaufoy. “A significant
movement in the golf market has
permitted Vitalstock to be
adventurous and offer revolutionary
products to an increasingly receptive
audience,” he says.
“Vitalstock has enjoyed
tremendous success. Our Lift Tee has
become the UK’s best selling alternative
tee and we have now introduced
training aids and accessories into our
range. Our continued drive to launch
innovative products should mean a
continued growth over the next year.”
Continuously expanding its range,
Vitalstock now offers a selection of
practice and training aids, Neox
eyewear endorsed by PGA teaching pro
Butch Harmon and its latest find Jellygolf, a new line of golf accessories.

Driving
FORCE
Words by:
Catherine Eade

Street-chic

The face of golf has changed
immeasurably over the past
decade, with the sport
attracting a new street-savvy
audience. Is there a golf
revolution taking place?

Few people can deny that when
Tiger Woods turned pro back in
1996 the perception of golf as we
know it changed. The emergence
of a young, black, cool role model
signalled a new era in the game
usually stereotyped as having more
in common with Terry and June
and Ronnie Corbett than sports
icons.
These days there’s no shortage
of unlikely fans of the game such
as Alice Cooper and Iggy Pop
lining up to sing its praises. And
the sport continues to evolve in
ways anyone still harking back to

the PG Wodehouse school of golf would
never have foreseen.

The new black
Golf Punk, a magazine aimed at the 15-34
age group, was launched in July last year
by former Loaded co-founder Tim
Southwell with the strapline, ‘The golf
mag for the rest of us’. The magazine
mined a rich seam exposed by Mintel
research, which revealed that 48 per cent
of golf players were aged 17-35. Golf was
no longer the province of the archetypal
50-60 year old in pastels and plus-fours.
Hot on the heels of Golf Punk was
Bogey, also aimed at a new generation of

For the uninitiated, the Urban Open is
an 18-hole golf championship that
takes place in the streets and car parks
of east London. Sounds improbable?
It’s not simply a contest for amateurs:
Former Ryder Cup player Ronan
Rafferty was one of the key players in
the inaugural street game in 2004,
which attracted 500 entrants and large
crowds. Now the event is sponsored
by Ladbrokes, which says the contest
‘shakes off the pastel-clad elitist image
and takes the game to a new street
savvy generation’.
Premier Style is just one golf
apparel company that is making sure it
caters for the younger player. Its range
of junior boys and girls' golf apparel in
new fashion styles and colours was
launched at the London Golf Show in
April.
"The junior golf market is an
important area for us to develop," says
Michelle Bray, managing director and
founder of Premier Style. "Young
golfers' desire to learn golf has led to
many leading hardware manufacturers
developing ranges of clubs to
encourage skill development, and it is
only natural that they should look and
feel like aspiring golfers. They are,
after all, the future of the game in
years to come."
Golf has suddenly become so
trendy that some commentators have
even dared to compare it to surfing in
terms of coolness. While that may be
going a little too far, Sports Insight
discovered that its new-found
credibility certainly seems to be
benefiting retailers and golf
companies.

Younger players
Sam Tanner of The Golf Shop in
Stratton confirms the increased
numbers of younger players entering
the shop. “Over the last few years
there have definitely been more kids

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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NOMIS: ULTIMATE ALL-WEATHER GLOVE
In terms of new technology in the
golfing arena, Nomis is one company
to look out for. It has developed what
managing director Alistair Woodhead
calls, “The ultimate all-weather
glove.”
Using a technique of
impregnating kangaroo leather with
a unique formula, Predator football
boot designer Simon Skirrow has
created an all-weather glove that
gives the wearer superb grip in both
dry and wet conditions.
“Water is the defining sports
performance destroyer, but with
Nomis control technology gloves this
is no longer a problem,” says
Woodhead. “In the golfing world
water is a massive problem. When it
rains the club just twists in your hand
and in hot, humid conditions the

sweat on the palm
causes the same thing
to happen. There is no
leather glove you can
wear at the moment
which will work just
as well in wet and dry
conditions, apart from
the Nomis glove.”
In dry conditions the
glove gives the player five
times more grip and control of
the club, and whenever moisture or
rain is present the glove gives the wearer
more control than any other leather glove
on the market, he says.
Using the strapline, ‘The wetter the
better’, Nomis is rolling out a media
campaign over the coming months that
should bring it to the attention of golf
enthusiasts everywhere. Not content with

playing,” he says. “We’ve started
stocking the J Lindeberg gear, which is
featured in Golf Punk, and it’s flying
out - it’s all the rage.”
Adrian Pritchard, former PGA
professional and manager of The Golf
Centre in Pontypool, says: “There is an
influx of younger players and they do
want to wear all the stuff they see on
the television, but golf has been
changing over the last five or 10 years
anyway, becoming more modern. With
the younger elements looking to play, I
suppose it is becoming ‘cooler’ but I’m
loathe to say whether golf really has
become cool or if it’s hype.”
Tom Beaufoy, managing director
of Vitalstock, says there has been a
marked shift in the demographic of the
game. “I don’t believe it is hype. The
‘cool’ element has certainly entered
golf,” he says. “Ignited by young
professionals, that cool quality is

launching just a golf glove, Nomis will
also be using its new leather technology
for many different sports (hockey, football,
rugby, riding, gymnastics) and a host of
other applications. Watch this space.

starting to ripple across the whole
game, and even die-hard old timers
can be seen excitedly sporting the
latest range of trendy golf gear.
“Golf has begun to change from
an elitist sport associated with pomp
and pretension to a more exciting
and enigmatic one, encompassing
men and women of all ages.”
Overall participation in the sport
is certainly healthy: five million
non-club golfers are estimated to
play the game annually, with 1.5
million club golfers playing
regularly. There are approximately
3,000 golf outlets in Britain and
Ireland, while the popularity of golf
has grown dramatically in Europe,
according to trade fair organiser
Golf Europe.
A Sports Marketing Survey in
collaboration with Golf Europe
shows the 2003-04 European market
worth over £596.4 million in total,
with the largest market slice going
to the UK, at 31 per cent and £183
million.

Role models
Luckily for the UK game there is no
shortage of British players causing a
stir - for one reason or another. Ian
Poulter continues to grab headlines
with his rather unusual take on
golfing apparel as well as his skills
on the green. His Union Jack
drainpipes made front-page news in
many publications during last year’s
Open, although it prompted so many
complaints to the R&A that its
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switchboard was jammed.
John E Morgan is another British
role model for young players and is
often to be seen sporting coloured
streaks in his hair and modish style
on the fairways.
Meanwhile, youngster Michelle
Wie is probably the biggest
phenomenon to hit golf since Tiger
Woods. The 15-year-old has already
broken records by becoming the
youngest player to play in numerous
global tournaments, and has been
tipped as one of the best 20 female
golfers in the world today.
While organisations such as
Sport England actively promote golf
to the younger generation, and Sports
Minister Richard Caborn recently
called for young people to be
recognised by the game, it is
ultimately the success of high profile
players that will continue to inspire
younger players to pick up their first
set of clubs. And as every retailer
knows, golf is a sport that generally
lasts the test of time.
As football legend and keen
golfer Jimmy Hill put it: “Golf really
is a disease for life. Once you get
into it, you’re hooked. There's always
one shot or one hole that you play
really well and suddenly, for that one
shot or that one hole at least, you’re
as good as Tiger Woods."
That feel-good factor is certainly
good news for golf retailers. And if
golf continues to attract a younger
audience, strong sales should follow
for many years to come.
si
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Golf
Pride Professional Tee and Club Correlation System
Pride Golf Tee Company’s Professional Tee and Club Correlation System has been
designed to help golfers optimise their performance by selecting tees that will help
them get the most out of the driver they use.
The new dispensing unit, which is small enough to sit on a shop counter or
can fit on to a slat wall, is designed to contain packs of three different lengths of
tees - ProLength, ProLengthPlus and ProLength-Max.
The unit comes with 150 specially designed bags of tees. The SRP for each tee
pack is £1.

Vitalstock Ltd
Vitalstock Ltd is committed to introducing
new, innovative products from premier
golf brands for distribution in the UK and
Europe. This is the company that was
responsible for launching the
revolutionary Lift Tee, developed by
internationally renowned Tabata and
used on professional tours. The Lift Tee
adds an average of 10 precious yards to a
drive and has now become the UK’s bestselling alternative tee.
Expanding its range, Vitalstock has
now included a selection of superior
practice and training aids, featuring

Tabata’s sought-after swing trainers
and putting mats.
Recently, Vitalstock launched
Neox eyewear, which has been
designed to provide flawless clarity
on and off the golf course.
Endorsed by PGA teaching pro
Butch Harmon, Neox are a
comfortable and fashionable means
to benefit from the maximum visible
light possible.
Continuing to break the mould,
Vitalstock is just about to release its
latest find, Jellygolf, a new line of
accessories designed to ensure tees

are kept safe, clubs are kept clean and
greens remain immaculate.
For more information contact
Vitalstock on 020 8870 6953,
email:customerservice@vitalstock.co.uk
or visit www.vitalstock.co.uk

NOMIS golf glove
The NOMIS golf glove gives the user 10 times
more grip in wet conditions, so the more it rains
the more grip the golfer will experience while
wearing it.
It is also sweat resistant, has a seamless palm
and pre-curved fingers to improve fit and feel.
The palm technology performs in the dry,
but unlike other gloves it resists the
negative effects of sweat and therefore
does not break down or harden over
time. The soft kangaroo leather palm
will remain soft and supple for many
months and comes with a threemonth guarantee.
For further information call Alistair
Woodhead on 01244 681007, email
nomis@mnko.net or visit
www.nomisgolf.com
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THE EVERLAST
FITNESS UK
RE-LAUNCH
Since 1910 , Everlast has been the
preeminent brand in the world of
boxing and is among the most
dominant brands in the overall
sporting goods and apparel
industries.
Over the past 90 years,Everlast
products have become “the choice of
champions”, having been used for
training and professional fights by
many of the biggest names in the
sport.
Following a massively successful first
year launching it’s B-Fit, Sportline
and Walking shop ranges into the
sports marketplace Starcase UK have
taken up the license to distribute the
Everlast brand into the UK within the
hand held fitness equipment category.
Starcase will be launching the range
to the trade in
August 2005.
The range
will cover a
comprehensive
range of hand held
fitness equipment for
both men and women.

The Everlast for Her range for women will
cover a broad range of product including :• Pilates equipment
• Hand weights
• Ab exercise equipment
• Yoga equipment
Womens fitness in particular
is a growing category
within the trade and
Everlast is a brand
that has global
presence from an
apparel viewpoint and
following some high profile Marketing activity from the brand in the UK
with the Contender series and box office hit “million Dollar baby”.
Awareness of the brand in the UK has never been higher.
A total of 15 new product lines have been added to
the Everlast womens range for the UK launch
incorporating a number on fantastic new lines which
add a new dimension to womens fitness for both the
retailer and consumer.

Mens product will be Everlast branded using it’s
authentic branding identity with both product and
packaging being in distinctive black and yellow
colourway with a strong mix of both clamshell
and boxed packaging. The product area’s
available will be

• Hand weights
• Skip ropes
• Weightlifting accessories
• Mens pilates
• General Exercise
Starcase will use it’s global expertise in the
development,sourcing and marketing of Hand held
exercise equipment to deliver a range that
encompasses all traditional aspects mens fitness in
the home whilst bring new and exciting product
lines to the category

Telephone on 01905 342900 • Fax: 01905 342910
• Email enquiries@starcase.co.uk
StarCase (UK) Limited, Berkeley Business Park,
Wainwright Road, Worcester WR4 9FA.
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Are you sitting comfortably
Each year sees more of us taking to
the roads, lanes and tracks on our
bicycles; both as a leisure pursuit and
as a convenient and economical
method of transport, its use is on the
up. It has become the answer to
parking problems for some people,
with employers often giving
incentives to those who come to
work without a car. For most, it is
incentive enough to avoid traffic
queues and rush-hour tailbacks to
adopt cycling as part of a mixed
transport system. The sight of
bicycles on trains and cycle racks on
cars is now commonplace with many
commuters preferring to park outside
areas with traffic bottlenecks or
congestion charges - or both! As
more cycle lanes appear in our urban
areas so the adoption of cycling is set
to increase further.
The health benefits that cycling
offers in terms of cardiac exercise
without overloading joints is now
well accepted. It remains one of the

PROVING POPULAR
“I saw EAS’ products in January at The
British Cyclo Cross Championships in
South Wales. They gave me some
samples and the people I met
impressed me, as did the product
they had on display.
“The energy bars taste nice
and are a very convenient size. They
are much smaller than others and
a bit flatter and easier to open.
The bars are really popular.
Other bars from other
companies are hard to get
into and you need to cut
them with paper first and
can’t get them open when
you’re riding. But these are
convenient and the right
size.
“The Gels and energy
bars are going to prove
popular to riders.”
Mick Ives, at 65 the
oldest professional rider in
the world and the current
Cyclo Cross Champion
and World Masters Cyclo
Cross Champion

Members of Mick Ives Racing Team
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safest exercises, offering the easiest
path to improved fitness in terms of
both duration and intensity. It is this
fact that has encouraged many
inactive "middle-agers" to choose
cycling as their preferred
method of returning to
fitness. One of the great
advantages of the
bicycle is the
opportunity it affords the
rider to take in the view whilst
exercising; couple this with the fact
that exercise can be taken and
enjoyed on the way to another leisure
activity site and motivation for the
reluctant exerciser is greatly
increased.
At the other end of the scale, the
bicycle features in some of the newer,
more extreme sports, taking it to
places where only the boldest would
have previously gone on foot!
It looks very much like pedalpower is the future.

EAS Energy for cyclists
The EAS Energy Range is
specifically for endurance
athletes - including cyclists and is designed to support
athletes before, during and after
sport

MYOPLEX ENERGY
BAR
This bar packs 44g of
carbohydrate per 65g.
Its combined fast and
slow release
carbohydrates make it
ideal to take during
long and intensive
periods of exercise to
maintain a steady flow
of energy.
It also includes the
nutrients needed by
endurance athletes,
including 50 per cent
RDA of B complex
vitamins, Vitamin C and
E. Added Taurine and
Chromium ensure
optimum carb
metabolism, while
Glutamine helps protect
muscles and support the
body’s immune system

during and after
exercise. It has
low acidity for
stomach comfort
and is easy to unwrap and eat
while on the move.
Recommendation: one to two bars
during prolonged exercise. And one to two
bars immediately after exercise to maximise
glycogen uptake.

CARB LOADER
This orange flavour carbohydrate mix drink
loads carbohydrate and glycogen, thus
‘charging’ the muscles and liver
ready for endurance exercise. It
is best used in preparation for
training/competing and
afterwards to restore energy to
depleted muscles and support
liver glycogen levels/function.
It is particularly
recommended for endurance
events over several days, as it
allows the body to recuperate
between events and ensure best
possible performance day after
day.
four servings two days prior
to competing. Have one serving
immediately after the endurance
exercise - the key glycogen-loading

IN SEASON CYCLING

Cycling
EAS Energy Range
The EAS Energy Range is specifically
for endurance athletes - including
cyclists - and is designed to support
athletes before, during and after
sport.
EAS Energy Gel comes in a
sachet that is easy to carry and
simple to dispense. It gives
immediate delivery of a highly
concentrated blend of simple and complex carbohydrates for an
energy boost. Each sachet also has 40 per cent RDA
antioxidant vitamins C and E to help combat free radicals
released during intensive exercise.
Warning: the EAS Energy Gel is a concentrated form of
carbohydrate. Plenty of water should be taken at the same
time to keep the body hydrated.
EAS: 0870 350 3270. www.eak-uk.com

IN – SY Backpacks
New to the UK is the German brand of backpack systems for
cyclists called IN – SY.
The backpack, which is perfect for leisure, family and
people who cycle to work, operates using a very
innovative system. It attaches to the saddle by way of an
alloy fork and holder, which enables the pack to be
attached and removed in seconds, reverting to an
ordinary backpack. This enables the pack to be easily
interchangeable between cycles without the need for cumbersome
pannier systems.
Included in the system is a tool bag, which is also easily attached.
Features include a helmet holder, pump holder, lamp holder, drink holder,
mobile pocket, rain cover and a number of security pockets. The RRP for the
complete system is £65.
For further information call 01773 570264 or email
geoff.walters@btinternet.com

Crumpler Bags
Crumpler, born in Melbourne, Australia, is now 11 years young.
With different styles, shapes and sizes available, the
external material of the Crumpler bag is 1000d nylon, super
tough, lightweight, waterproof fabric. The bag’s interior is also
waterproof, so you can carry those wet clothes, muddy
trainers, etc.
Simms distributes the world famous Crumpler bags in the
UK, providing resellers with a high quality product and superb
delivery service. Want to become a reseller? Contact the
company quoting ‘Sports Insight’ and receive an introductory
offer on your first order.
For further information call Simon (01622 852822) or Gaynor
(01622 852821). Alternatively, email crumpler@simms.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Get on your bike in comfort
COMFORT SADDLE COMPANY AND THE RQ8 SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Whilst the benefits of cycling are well known and
frequently expressed, most people will offer a single
cause as the reason for not continuing with it as their
regular exercise - it’s a pain in the bum!
The Comfort Saddle Company was formed as a
result of its founder’s belief that a seat could be
designed that did not depend upon using the
rider’s crotch as a pivot point. As a consultant
to the orthopaedic industry, Brian Cox was
well qualified to determine a solution. His
belief was substantiated by analysing the
pelvic movement in a person whilst
walking upstairs (an activity closely
related to cycling without the
encumbrance of rigid metalwork in
the groin). Measurement of this
movement clearly demonstrates a
side-to-side rocking, coupled with
some small amount of sideways
movement. This swaying
movement is greatly hindered
on most conventional
bicycle seats (totally so
on some).
The answer
was to
incorporate
the
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swaying function into the seat by
means of a patented suspension system
- a double wishbone type that allows a
radial movement about a centre point
above the rider’s seat; this matches the
motion of the seat to the rider
throughout the entire pedalling motion.
The result gives a more efficient and
balanced ride.
The RQ8 suspension system has
been designed to allow a retro-fit to
most models of bicycle seat.
One of the secondary benefits of
the RQ8 design is that it does not
require the rider to balance on the horn
of a bicycle seat. With this in mind the
“hornless” Comfort Saddle was also
developed for those who - quite rightly
- worry about damaging the soft
network of neural and vascular tissue
in the groin - an area of the body
naturally defended by the pelvis that a
conventional horned saddle is perfectly
designed to defeat.
The recommended retail prices are
£14.95 for the RQ8 suspension system
alone or £39.95 for the Comfort
Saddle complete with RQ8
suspension.
For more information look at our
websites at www.rq8.co.uk and
www.comfortsaddle.co.uk or call
freephone 0800 6120 963

SweetspotTM is an exciting new performance enhancing boot accessory. Designed and
made by an F.A. Coaches Association member, SweetspotTM increases the contact area
between boot and ball resulting in more friction. This increased friction provides the
player with more control and the ability to generate more spin, swerve and curve.
SweetspotTM is ideal for players of all ages.
For trade enquiries call:

01245 274909
or visit us at:

www.sweetspotuk.com

Retail partners:

and selected

Distributed by:

stores

...launching for the new season
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Running
SmartFit for runners
SmartWool’s latest running collection features a new range of running socks that incorporate the unique
SmartFit system.
SmartFit is now available across the SmartWool range, however the new running socks have extra
components that meet with the specific needs of athletes. Runners work at different activity levels and
SmartWool has produced different sock cushioning levels to cater for this.
From the Running Ultra Light Micro at £8.95 RRP, a non-cushioned light sock for top performers, to the
running Medium 3/4 Crew at £11.95 RRP, a medium cushioned sock and a more comfortable alternative, there
is a SmartWool sock to cater for every athlete’s requirement. To complete the range there are specially tailored
SmartWool socks to fit the contours of a women’s foot in the Ultra Light Micro and Medium Mini Crew.
For information on the SmartWool range call the Anatom sales office on 0131 221 2200 or visit
www.anatom.co.uk
Running Ultra Light sock
from SmartWool

100 MP3 players to be
won with Punch Active
Music on the go has become an
important part of everyday life and
Punch Active has 100 MPOI MP3
players to give away.
The MPIO FG 100 has a range of
features, which include FM radio,
voice recording and the ability to
easily download music with over 43
hours of playing time. The
competition will be run via two
websites - www.punchactive.com
and www.punchindustries.com - over
six months. There are 20 players to
be won each month from August to
December 2005.
The Punch Active range has been
designed specifically to suit the needs
of active and outdoor consumers,
offering everything from products
that will protect and clean to
products that deodorise and whiten
shoes. Punch Active also offers a
range of sports insoles and laces.
The promotion will feature
strongly on pack and will run across
the entire Punch Active range, which
includes Punch Active Super
Protector, Cleaner, Deodorant, Trainer
Cleaner Gel, Dubbin in a Tube,
Dubbin in a Tin and Punch Active
White.
For more information on this
promotion contact Tracy Clements on
01604 817671 or email
tclements@punchindustries.com
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Brooks
Nightlife
range
Brooks Sports, the specialist running
company, has just launched its high
visibility range of apparel called 'Nightlife'.
The Nightlife range, which is a stock
item, includes gilets, jackets, training tights
and shorts as well as accessories such as
vests, armbands and led lights. All retailing
at competitive prices, the Nightlife range is
one of the best selling high visibility
running ranges worldwide.
Customer services can be contacted on
01903 817009. Products can be viewed at
www.brooksrunning.co.uk

Saucony Grid
Tangent
The latest addition
to Saucony’s award
winning line up is the
Grid Tangent (ladies style
shown). Runner’s World USA has just made the Tangent its ‘Editor’s
Choice’ in its latest Shoe Guide.
The new shoe has a ‘Bootie’ construction which holds the foot
securely, yet is lightweight and breathable, coupled with Saucony’s
trademark technologies, GRID, HRC, SRC and the Stability Guide.
Runners World Editors declared the style: “A great new shoe,
the Tangent is a durable, lightweight shoe with a touch of
stability.” The Grid Tangent will be available from August 2005
and has an RRP of £70.
For more information call 023 9282 3664, email info@saucony.co.uk
or visit www.saucony.co.uk

Viga spring/summer collection
Viga’s spring/summer collection offers a large selection of clothing
ideal for athletics, sports and running in warm weather.
For increased comfort and performance, many of the items in
this range contain ultracool, a fabric specially developed for Viga,
which is designed to carry perspiration away from the skin, leaving
you drier and cooler, however hot the competition is.
Including:
• Aero vest and Pacer shorts available in male and female sizes and
14 different colours.
• A selection of other vests and t-shirts.
• A range of shorts in several styles, including cycling shorts.
• The Patriot range: tops and shorts with Union Jack design.
• Viga’s International range in nation's colours.
• Sports bandanas.
Viga Athletic Clothing Company Ltd. email:
mike@viga.co.uk/sales@viga.co.uk Website: www.viga.co.uk

Leading the Field
Building on its technical socks success, HILLY is launching
a complete new summer and autumn collection
Designed by running legend Dr Ron Hill,
MBE, who has a PhD in Textile Chemistry, a
string of athletic achievements, including
European and Commonwealth marathon gold
medals, and over 145,000 miles of running
under his belt, it is hardly surprising that
HILLY's range of running socks are leading
the field in terms of design, technical
innovation and performance.
The company is continually striving to
enhance its products with new technologies
and developments and works closely with
many of the world's leading companies. Next
year will see the launch of new styles, which,
according to managing director, Graham
Richards, “Are very exciting and innovative.”
The complete range of socks are manufactured in the UK.

independent testers. In addition, the company
works closely with several of the UK's leading
university Sport and Technology Departments,
who add valuable scientific back-up.
Says Graham Richards: “We are experiencing
a significant increase in demand for our
products, which is a reflection of the hard
work that everyone has put into developing
the brand in terms of the products, quality
and service.”

Padded Training

Twin Skin Anklet

Comprehensive Range
HILLY is not only focusing on technical
socks, but is building on the success of its
range of running accessories with a complete
new collection for later this summer and
autumn. The range will include neoprene
accessories, bags, water carriers, hats, gloves
and reflectives.

Padded Socklet

Super Racer Plus Socklet
Multi-Pouch Belt and
Neoprene Phone Wallet
All HILLY products are extensively tested
prior to launch, not only by its staff, who are
all runners themselves, but also by a group of

For further information on or stockist details call

0161 366 8207
or visit www.hillyclothing.co.uk
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On the trail to the top

Saucony Headquarters

In the last three years, footwear sales
to the specialist trade in the UK have
increased year-on-year by 15%.
This has been achieved through
strong product combined with
competitive pricing and efficient
customer service. Saucony is now
arguably the number two footwear
brand in the specialist running
market

Expanding on their product
success
Saucony has been at the forefront of
technical running shoe design for
many years, tailoring shoes to meet
the needs of the specialist market.
However, recent design philosophy
has focussed on combining the
technical function of the shoe with
great 'step-in' comfort and cosmetic
appeal. From the highly acclaimed
Jazz through to our statement product
of the Hurricane and Triumph we
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offer a comprehensive range catering
for all price points and technical
needs.
The Saucony ethos over the last
few years has continued to be built on
through our successful retailers. By
providing added value to these
retailers, we have been able to build
up many solid relationships
throughout the UK. Unlike many
manufacturers, Saucony hold stock of
key styles at all times and retailers
rely on our 24 hour delivery service.
In most instances order placed before
2pm will be delivered next day. This
turnaround is testament to the
processing skills of the telesales team
at head office in Portsmouth and the
new, larger warehousing arrangements
along the coast at Southampton. In
just a few years, Saucony have grown
from despatching orders from the
underground storerooms of the Old
Treasury HQ to a dedicated
warehousing unit covering in excess
of 25000 sq ft.
Another service which has
received huge demand is the Saucony
ShoeLab, a digital video analysis
system, which coupled with a
treadmill allows our Technical staff to
perform gait analysis on customers
and thereby give specialist advice on
the correct type of footwear. The
ShoeLab operates at major events
around the country, including the
London Marathon Exhibition, and the
TriathlonCycleRun exhibition at
Sandown Park. We also have two
Saucony travelling ShoeLabs who
visit stores around the country. An
added benefit of ShoeLab days in

store is the product awareness it brings
to staff, it's a great way to train staff.
and to help them understand why
getting the right shoe for a customer is
a sure-fire way to keep that customer
coming back for more.
Saucony also have an active
marketing support team who attend
events promoting the brand, often
working with individual stores at local
races. The English Cross Country
Association have just signed up with
Saucony for another three years.
Meaning we will continue to be title
sponsors of the National Cross
country, the biggest club cross country
in the UK, with thousands of runners
from U13 to veteran. Winter 2006
will see the Southern Cross Country
championships added to the Saucony
portfolio, again, each of these events
are attended with local retailers.
One individual event worth of
note is the Grizzly. A 20 mile off road
race which we have sponsored for
many years. 1200 people push
themselves round some of the most
demanding trails in the UK each year,
and the race sells out within days of
entries being despatched. Saucony are
such a part of this event, we're even
mentioned in the pre-race song! Our
latest version of the Approach off-road
shoe has been christened the Grizzly
approach as so many of the
competitors choose it to run the race
in. Once again, our involvement in the
race is through the local retailer
(Ironbridge Runner in Exeter), and
this is symbolic of our marketing
policy, to support great events through
our stores over a number of years.
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IN SEASON SCHOOL SPORTS

School Sports
Gymphlex
Sportswear manufacturer Gymphlex has recently
launched a new brochure that is proving extremely
popular. Introducing new ranges for several
contemporary sports, Gymphlex also continues to
offer outstanding choices for traditional sports
such as hockey and rugby.
The new collection includes extended
swimwear lines, a new dancewear collection and a very
popular all-purpose sports shirt, available with matching
shorts. The new collection also boasts the inclusion of several new
technically advanced fabrics. ‘Airflow’ wicks perspiration away from the
wearer and is also extremely low maintenance as it needs little or no ironing,
and ‘Compact’ retains many of the same easy-care properties but looks like a
regular fabric, so can also be used for the production of non-sporting items.
Gymphlex also offers an embroidery service that is second to none, giving you the
ability to personalise your sportswear and stand out from the crowd.
For a copy of the Gymphlex brochure call 01507 523243.

Viga Athletic Clothing Company
The Viga Athletic Clothing Company has established itself over 25 years of trading as
one of the UK’s leading suppliers of athletic clothing, supplying the retail trade, athletic
clubs and, during the past few years, many schools and education authorities.
Viga uses only the best fabrics and has developed over the years ‘ultracool’, its own
very successful fabric for athletic vests, shorts, t-shirts, long-sleeve tops and special vest
designs.
Athletics suitable for:
• aerobics
• gymnastics
• dance
• cheerleading
• netball
Basketball suitable for:
• basketball
• volleyball

Aero/Pacer suitable for:
• athletics
• running
• five-a-side football
• cross country

Specials suitable for:
• house colours
• team events
• school colours

Viga Athletic Clothing Company Ltd.
email: mike@viga.co.uk/sales@viga.co.uk
Website: www.viga.co.uk

Konfidence swimwear
Konfidence is the leading supplier of high quality children’s, youth and
adult swimming aids, pool and beachwear.
The Original Konfidence Jacket is the answer to restricting armbands.
It has been designed to encourage confidence in the water as well as to
develop correct swimming techniques. With eight removable soft foam
floats and a soft neoprene shell, the Konfidence Jacket provides support
for those learning to swim at all ages, as well as those who are injured or
disabled undergoing hydrotherapy or simply for having fun.
Also available: One Size Fits All Swim Nappies (three months-three
years), UV Swimwear (six months-12 years), Neoprene Baby/Infant
Wetsuits and Beach Boots.
Hotline: 01566 777720. Email: sales@konfidence.co.uk
Konfidence Ltd, 11 Church Street, Launceston, Cornwall PL15 8AW
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TYR swimwear
YU srl, TYR swimwear’s new
UK licensee, is utilising the
flexible production capacity of
its parent company, Luigi
Bonza srl in Italy, to provide a
new school and club specials
service offering a choice of
plain and panelled swimwear
styles in a range of colour
options.
This will allow your school
and club customers to
incorporate their own colours
into their swimwear
requirements. Indeed, with
minimum order quantities of
less than 50 units per style
and short lead times, it should
open up new opportunities
for regular repeat business.
For further details contact Lisa
Castle at TYR sales on
0845 606 6343 or
email: yu@bonza.it

David Luke
David Luke, supplier of quality school and sportswear, has recently introduced a Sports Skort
to its 2005 range.
Following extensive research into fabric and fit, the Skort is available in waist sizes from
18/20 up to 38/40 in black and navy, with extra colours for 2006. It is made from a
performance fabric, which has wicking properties, drawing moisture away from the body and
ensuring the wearer stays comfortable throughout their activities. Easily embroidered, it’s a
great addition to the sports uniform.
For further information email info@davidluke.com quoting ref SPI01.
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Reducing your churn rate
The best way to keep vital staff on the payroll is to
create a supportive, blame-free environment that
makes workers feel good about themselves
Words by: Tony James

Your business has finally got the
staff you think it deserves. A really
keen and reliable bunch of go-getters ambitious, loyal and with plenty of
drive and initiative. You've got the
ultimate dream team to really go
places. Now the question is: how do
you hang on to them?
According to an increasing number
of experts, that largely depends on
what sort of boss you are. "Of course,
what you pay is important," says
Bristol management consultant, Tim
Price. "But you won't keep top staff
simply by throwing money at them.
"They want to be appreciated, but
above all they want to have fun. And
this is something really new. Expecting
to enjoy yourself at work was almost
unheard of even 20 years ago."
Consultants are now agreed
that making work fun is
probably the best way of
keeping down your churn rate
- that's the latest jargon for
a high staff turnover. One
sports footwear
manufacturer linked
a 30 per cent drop in
profit with the fact that 40
per cent of sales staff were
leaving within 15 months. The
company has now brought in human
resources consultants to provide a
happier working atmosphere.
"The best way to keep vital staff
on the payroll is to create a supportive,
blame-free environment which makes
workers feel good about themselves
and creates an environment they enjoy
being in," Tim Price says.

Effective innovation
Experts cite director Charlie
Blakemore of armoured vehicles
manufacturer Alvis Vickers for his
lighthearted but effective innovations
that have cut production costs and lead
times by up to 30 per cent.
They include regular works forums
and novel ideas like treating workers to
bacon sandwiches when they meet
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“You won't keep
top staff simply by
throwing money
at them”

targets and bottles of wine for keeping
workshops clean and tidy.
Says Blakemore: "One of the first
things we did was to install a works
meeting to give the guys on the shopfloor
a forum where they could come foreward
with ideas. We made a point of
implementing any good ideas quickly so
that the guys could see that their ideas
were valued.
"Initiatives like the Bacon Sandwich
Challenge are small things, but they
create awareness of the targets we are
trying to achieve. Everyone takes part
and has a laugh. It really does generate
motivation and team spirit - and that's
what a rewarding, fulfilling job is surely
all about."

Happy staff - happy
customers
Bosses of sportswear retailer Fat Face,
with over 30 stores across the country,
are also at pains to make sure that their
staff have a good time. This includes
three-day activity holidays in the New
Forest where directors man the barbecues
to produce delicious meals like seared
tuna steak and gigot of lamb.
"Happy staff are the best way to
ensure happy customers," says Fat Face
founder, Jules Leaver. "Our biggest
challenge is to keep our staff as keen as
we are. And money is the least of it."
And staff looking for enjoyable,
rewarding work usually find it in small
independent companies, according to
research by the British Chambers of
Commerce.
Says the BCC: "Smaller companies
can offer employees greater variety,
greater involvement, the chance to have
fun - and to benefit financially if the
company goes on to make a trade sale or
float."
Go-ahead small companies have
proved that staff are happy to stay on
board if they're treated well. For
instance, staff turnover at the long-haul
travel firm Bridge The World fell
dramatically when company bosses
launched a share ownership scheme and
gave their workers travel sabbaticals.
"It's a matter of being appreciated,"
says Tim Price. He reports that when
over 1,000 employees were asked what
would stop them looking for new jobs,
money actually came fourth in the list of
priorities, behind appreciation,
understanding and a feeling of being
involved in what was happening in the
company.
"It was recognition they wanted
more than money," says Price. "But when
1,000 bosses were asked what they

“Strong
camaraderie
can be a
decisive factor
in keeping a
team together”
thought made a happy employee they
went for money, followed by job
security and promotion opportunities.
The two sides had completely different
priorities.
"What particularly motivates staff is
the belief that people are recognised for
their achievements, that they will be
allowed to further themselves and will
be given some control over their own
work.
"And companies that operate a
supportive, blame-free culture where
people are allowed to make mistakes
without fear have been found to have
the most loyal and motivated
workforces. People respond much more
to being stroked than kicked."

in," says business
psychologist, Dr John
Weaver
(www.psychologyforbusiness.com).
"Bosses must be seen to be taking
the lead."
■ Be honest. Workers appreciate bosses
who do the right thing, even though it
may not be the easy option. "They will
make great efforts - and sacrifices - to be
associated with someone who is willing
to stand up and be counted," Dr Weaver
says.
■ Recognise good work.
Manchester Business School
studies have shown that it

Top tips
So how do you create an atmosphere in
which workers enjoy what they do and
are happy to stay with the company,
regardless of other tempting offers?
Management consultants offer these
pointers:
■ Lead from the front. "To be highly
motivated workers need to know what
direction they're supposed to be going

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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really matters to workers when their
boss notices they're doing a good job. It
was found that extroverts like public
recognition, but introverts prefer a
personal word or a note as an incentive
to do their best.
■ Encourage team spirit. Recent
London School of Economics research
showed that strong camaraderie can be
a decisive factor in keeping a sales team
together, regardless of tempting offers
from rival firms.
"Any scheme which gives workers
the power to reward each other for
doing a good job does wonders for team
spirit and morale," says business
performance consultant, Gregory Smith
of Chart Your Course International
(www.chartcourse.com).
Smith recently set up a staff
motivation system for MAG Insurance
Ltd called ‘You're MAGnificent’, which
involved printing three copies of a form
given to employees to nominate each
other for outstanding work. The top
copy goes to the chosen employee, the
second to his or her supervisor and the
third goes on the company's notice
board. Winners also get substantial gift
certificates.
Other team-building ploys include
giving employees ‘Thank You
Coupons’, which they can give to coworkers who have been particularly
helpful to staff and customers. These
can be redeemed to pay for anything
from restaurant meals and golf lessons
to theatre tickets and air miles.
Another effective worker-bonding
scheme involves employees presenting
each other with ‘Shining Star’ forms
recognising friendly service, teamwork,
initiative and efficiency. Forms are read
out by bosses at a monthly ceremony
and winners get prizes.
■ Show you’re interested in what
your people do. Getting involved as a
boss really boosts worker loyalty and
motivation, according to a new study by
the Harvard Business School.
Says the boss of one major US
sports goods company: "My managers
now travel regularly with their salesmen
on the road. When you go out and sell
products you pay a lot more attention to
what you're making and how they're
being sold. The guys on the road
appreciate your interest and try harder."
■ Set realistic targets. There's nothing
like working towards an achievable
goal to bond workers into a close-knit
team, according to the Institute of
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“One sports
footwear
manufacturer linked
a 30 per cent drop in
profit with the fact that 40
per cent of sales staff were
leaving within 15 months”
Personnel and Development. And that
means team members have become
friends and are more likely to be
reluctant to leave the company.
Studies have shown that a team
works best if targets take account of
the abilities and talents of individual
members rather than, in the past,
setting a target and expecting workers
to meet it regardless. As Gregory
Smith says: "Employees are highly
motivated to do what they do best."
■ Talk over problems with your
staff. Says Mike English of
business coaching organisation, The
Quantum Consultancy: "One thing
that is lacking in a lot of organisations
is a meeting with the boss where
workers are allowed to air their views
openly without repercussions and put
forward their ideas. This should be
done at least once every three
months."
So who do you communicate
with? Kenneth Hendricks, CEO of a
major electronics group, says: "Don't
make the mistake of just talking to
other bosses. If you want to find out
what's really happening, talk to the

guy who sweeps the floor - often he
knows more than anyone else."
And John Weaver adds:
"Communication must include both
listening and speaking. You have two
ears and only one mouth - for the most
effective communication you should
use them in that proportion."
■ Encourage staff training. As Tim

Price says: "The vast majority of
workers really do want to do a good
job. And when you offer them the
chance to develop their skills you also
give them the opportunity to increase
their self-esteem - and benefit the
company at the same time. It really is a
win-win situation.
"Workers are often frustrated that
they don't have the tools and training to
do a better job. Provide these and
production and morale will almost
certainly increase. So will their loyalty
to the firm."
Having a happy staff not only
makes work more pleasant. But with a
50 per cent increase in disgruntled
employees going to industrial tribunals
in the past three years, it makes darned
si
good business sense, too.

Be part of a brighter future by joining STAG
the largest sports buying group in the UK.
You can take advantage of
• Great Brand Discounts
• Buy the best of promotional lines
• Attend the largest sports buying show in the UK
• Make huge savings on many aspects of your business
e.g. credit card rates, shop insurance, phone costs and much more

Be in total control of your business and make bigger profits.

Nothing could be Simpler!!
The definition of insanity is:keep doing the same things & expect different results.

Therefore. Do something different
Improve Margins, Cut Costs

How?
Talk to Ward or Ricky

Why are you waiting?
For further information, please contact us:Ward Robertson on 01793 715415 or Mob: 07881 828873
Or Ricky Chandler on 01793 715410 or Mob: 07881 828874
E-mail: enquiries@stagbuyinggroup.com

BUSINESS INSURANCE

Fully covered?
No doubt you’re insured against theft and burglary, but
there is a range of other business protection policies that
you need to consider
Words by:
Steve Newman

Our businesses are our livelihoods
and we all want to make sure that
we are fully protected. Yet as we
probably spend most of our working
time there, it has to be said that we
don't always have time to search for
the right insurance cover.
Anyone who runs a retail
business will be insured against theft
and burglary, but there is a range of
other business protection insurances
that you need to consider. These can
include accidental damage (such as
flood water), storm damage,
malicious damage, vandalism,
(drunks, etc), public liability and
office contents.
Before you do anything it pays to
do a little personal research. Take a
really good look at the premises and
see if you are not actually
underinsured. It is amazing how
many of us are without realising it.

Equipment checklist
It’s a very good idea to keep an upto-date equipment checklist with
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descriptions of items such as tills,
printers, fax machines and computers
with their serial numbers. This can be
handed to the insurance assessors
immediately after any loss and will
prove tremendously useful. Apart from
anything else, it will save time as you
still have a business to run. But don't
keep this list on the premises as it
could get destroyed by fire or water as
well.
It is also a good idea to get some
sort of cover to allow you to hire
equipment to replace anything that is
damaged by fire, flood or wilful
damage. How many of us have got any
idea how much it would cost to replace
our cleaner or till, for example? After
all, we still need to ensure cash flow
and that the business will continue
trading or get back to it as quickly as
possible.
It may be that some commercial
policies provide cover for loss of
earnings during the period after the
event. However, your insurance
company will not accept just any

figure and it will be necessary for it to
examine your books for the
corresponding period in past years, or
maybe for the period immediately
preceding the claim - so make sure you
have a back up of your accounts away
from the business.

Underinsured?
You may remember us speaking about
underinsurance earlier. Pay particular
care to your office equipment, often the
most underinsured part of any business.
Forget the PC for a moment and think
about fax, telephones, copier, desk,
chairs, etc. Even your headed stationery
and business cards should be insured. I
am amazed as to how many people have
thrown out their fax machine because of
the arrival of email. Ours is invaluable to
us when the computers or the email
package decide not to work.
In one business’ case the assessor
calculated the office equipment as
£10,000. Office equipment may not get
stolen because of its size or weight, but
it could get easily damaged in a fire or
smashed from a visit by vandals.
Is all your business, tax, customer
and supplier information backed up on a
separate hard disk or CD? Do you still
have the original software to reinstall if
your computer system suddenly dies and

the information on it is found to be
retrievable?
Do also ensure that your buildings
insurance is adequate to cover the
rebuilding costs. How about damage to
fixed glass, including your shop front,
or deliberate or accidental damage to
the external blinds and signs? Another
favourite trick of vandals who have
gained entry is to flood the place, so
always turn off the main stopcock each
night otherwise your carpets will need
to be replaced.
Incidentally, are your business
pipes protected as well as your home
ones? If you get a leak it may destroy
your stock for which you’re covered,
but what about redecorating and the
loss of income or additional working
costs due to the interruption? (This can
be covered by Business Interruption or
Consequential Loss Insurance.) You
must remember that assessors are very
fair, but on the other hand they are not
trying to do you any favours either.
While you’re at it, check to see if
you are covered for loss from
unattended or moving vehicles whilst
transporting stock. If another vehicle
runs into you and causes damage,
who’s going to pay? You may find that
you are not covered or the excess is
very expensive. Incidentally, do you
have an automatic increase in stock
sum insured during your busy periods?
What I am trying to point out is
that relying purely on your insurance
company is not enough. It can be a
minefield, but it’s up to us all to make
sure we have enough protection.
Whatever happens, it is far better to be
overinsured than under. In dealing with
insurance companies I have always
found them to be first class and very
helpful. Ask them to come and visit
your premises and suggest what needs
to be done. This obviously will result
in more money for improvement
features, but the alternative is 50 times
worse.

“Computers may be insured, but what about your fax machines,
telephones, answering machines, coffee machines and tills?”
Think about the number of people
that come into your premises, from
cleaners to customers, and then consider
the number of adverts on daytime
television for ‘Where there’s blame
there’s a claim’. Are you protected
against this increasingly litigious culture
of ours?
More to the point, how many of us
are protected against the loss of a key
member of personnel? It is estimated
that many businesses would last less
than a year if a key worker, such as a
partner or director, became seriously ill.
After all, some workers know details
about our clients that have never been
written down, such as their buying
preferences and networking links.
A lot of us seem keen to insure
property and possessions but not the
lives or health of the people we
employ, what these days is becoming
known as ‘key person’ cover. It is
estimated that about 60 per cent of UK
companies employ people who are
‘key persons’, but amazingly only
about five per cent have this kind of
insurance. You may not need it, but
have a long hard think and see if you
might and then you will have to

consider the cost - but this can be
much cheaper than placed against
the alternative.
For example, is all the
knowledge for your computer
systems in the hands of one person?
What would happen if your best
sales assistant left for the
competition down the road? The
ultimate key person is the sole
trader or independent retailer; ill
health could mean the end of the
business with potentially awful
carry-on effects for the family.
There is one other factor we
need to mention and that is the
insurance company itself that you
choose. Ask around and get
testimonials - do they offer 24-hour
help, seven days a week?
I have not deliberately set out to
paint a picture of doom and gloom.
You will notice I have not
mentioned Business Loan
Protection, rather to show and point
out some of the things that should
be considered in the insurance
stakes. A little bit of thought now
can prevent an awful lot of trouble
si
and discomfort in the future.

Stock is naturally insured for
theft, but what about goods in
transit? Do you have an
automatic increase in stock
sum insured for during your
busy periods?

Insure your people
Don’t forget, of course, the legal
expenses and liabilities such as
employer's, products and public
liability - which brings us on to perhaps
one of the most important of all
considerations for insurance purposes.
So far we have spoken about items
that are important to our business, but
there is another group that is equally
important - the people who both visit
and work in our premises. What if you
have an accident or are assaulted by a
customer or passer-by?
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Web metrics
How to use your website’s statistics to
improve its performance

Words by:
Dave Howell

You’ve arranged for some web
space, registered your domain
name, built your website and
optimised it for search engines, but
have you made sure you can
analyse the traffic that moves
through your site?
If your website is to be a
commercial success you have to
know who your customers are, which
pages they are looking at and how
much time they spend browsing.
Putting in place detailed reporting
systems is the most important aspect
of designing your website. Without
these reports you can’t see how well
your site is doing and identify areas
that need improving.

Virtual footsteps
The analysis of your website’s traffic
begins by looking at the reports that
your site’s host generates as part of
your hosting subscription. When you
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are looking for a web host, making sure
it has detailed reporting procedures in
place is one of the most important
questions you should ask them.
As visitors click through your site
they leave a trail that can be tracked
and recorded. Each month you should
get a report that, at its most basic level,
shows you how many people accessed
your site’s URL, but the statistics that
you should be supplied with ought to
give you much more information than
that. The amount of data that can be
generated could be enormous, but with
specialised software you can easily
identify trends and compile meaningful
information you can use to improve
your site’s overall performance.
Your site’s data can be presented to
you in a number of formats. The trend
today is to provide online support for
this information via what are called
dashboards. Just as you control your
car with the instruments on its

dashboard, many ISPs now offer special
websites that you can access with your
URL and password. These allow you
easy access to your website statistics.
Many dashboards show page visits or
unique visitor numbers as graphs so you
can easily interpret the information. A
good example of this is the hosting
company 1&1 (www.1and1.co.uk).
One of the most important aspects
of web metrics, to give them their
proper name, is to not see them in
isolation. Use the information to form
part of regular meetings within your
company that discusses the data and
generates action plans for your site to
improve its performance. And don’t
forget that your website is an integral
part of your entire business. The web
metrics that you have should be part of
the wider strategic planning for your
business’ future.
The online access that your hosting
service may offer you to view your

perform well below expectations, but
you wouldn’t know why.

Template for change

website’s statistics could be all you
need, but third-party software can
offer you much more sophisticated
ways of analysing the data your site
generates.
Suppliers like WebTrends, Site
Intelligence and ClickTracks all offer
applications that can help you monitor
every aspect of your site’s traffic.
Today, simple hit counters that just
show you how many visitors your site
is getting aren’t enough. You need to
know where visitors have come from,
how long they stay and how they
move through your site.
This information is invaluable. If
you get a lot of visitors, but they don’t
stay very long it could be because
your homepage isn’t engaging
enough, or your site’s navigation
doesn’t allow them to easily find the
content they are looking for. Without
the information your website statistics
give you, your site would continue to

One of the fundamental pieces of
information that your site’s traffic data
can show you is how much strain your
server is being put under. It’s likely
that you will be sharing a server with
the websites of several other
businesses. However, if your site
suddenly becomes very popular perhaps because of an online
promotion you are running - this can
put a very big strain on your ISP. This
will be reported to you, as you’re
likely to have a limit on the bandwidth
your hosting package gives you.
If this happens it’s time to move
to a dedicated server, or ensure that
you have adequate bandwidth built
into the service level agreement
you’ve signed with your hosting
company. It’s too late trying to move
your site to a larger server, or trying to
squeeze more visitors into a small
amount of bandwidth, when you are
in the middle of a successful
marketing campaign.
Look at your site’s traffic levels
now and try and project what the
likely traffic will be when you put
your marketing campaigns live. This
is where your website’s metrics come
in very handy indeed.
Ask your ISP for advice as it is
experienced in these matters and can
give you information regarding your
hosting options. You’ll then be
prepared for the increase in traffic
you’ll receive when your promotions
begin. And don’t forget to use your
site’s metrics again at the end of the
campaign to measure how successful
it was. Use this information to build
your next campaign, which should
then be more successful than the last.
Tracking every aspect of your
website’s performance should be one
of your top priorities, as without this
data you simply can’t measure how
well your site is doing in the
marketplace.
Look closely at what data your
host supplies you with now. This
could give you more than enough
insight, but if you feel that you don’t
understand where your site’s visitors
come from and how they behave
when they are on your site, now is the
time to invest in some third-party
software.
And if you don’t integrate your
site’s metrics into your overall
business planning, you’re missing out
on a great opportunity to incorporate

your online business with your offline
store. Knowledge is power they say,
none more so than in the world of
online retailing. Make sure your
business is armed with the information
si
it needs to succeed.

CONTACTS
WebTrends
www.webtrends.com
Offering more than just click-through
analysis, WebTrends 7 tracks all of your
company’s online activity.
Site Intelligence
www.site-intelligence.co.uk
Site Intelligence’s e-metrics application is
used by some of the country’s largest online
retailers.
ClickTracks
www.clicktracks.com
Easy to set up, ClickTracks’ Web Analyzer
allows you to quickly interpret your site’s
statistics.
Think Metrics
www.thinkmetrics.com
InSite is one of the most well developed
web metric applications. If you’re looking for
an all-in-one solution, Think Metrics is ideal.
Log Rover
www.logrover.com
If you’re looking for a third-party
application to help you interpret your
website’s metrics, Log Rover could be just
what you’re looking for.
Name: Visitour
www.visitour.com
Knowing how your visitors move through
you site is valuable information. This
application allows you to track this
information and then interpret it.
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SPORTS NUTRITION SERIES

Advanced
energy &
endurance
products
Tony Gay of EAS summarises
Module Nine of the EAS
Knowledge Source

EAS’ Tony Gay

Endurance athletes train for many
hours every week, burning countless
calories and using up numerous
nutrients in the process. To ensure peak
performance and optimum recovery they
must compensate with the right nutrients
from foods or supplements.
Nutrition is not just important to
supply the muscles with enough energy,
but also to improve hydration and
promote a fast recovery, ready for the
next session, and maintain a strong
immune system.
Endurance athletes should follow a
sports diet comprising a daily intake of:
■ 60 per cent carbohydrates
■ 20 per cent protein
■ 20 per cent fat

Carbohydrates
Any type of carbohydrate must be
digested and absorbed by the body in
the form of glucose before using it for
energy. Once absorbed, the glucose is
transported, preferentially to the muscles
and then to the liver for storage. The
storage form of glucose is glycogen.
Muscle glycogen serves as a
reservoir of energy for the working
muscle. Liver glycogen is responsible
for releasing glucose into the blood
when needed, thus preventing
hypoglycaemia. Symptoms of
hypoglycaemia include fatigue,
irritability, nausea and headache.
‘Hitting the wall’ is the result of
muscle glycogen depletion and
commonly occurs around mile 20
of a marathon, while ‘crashing’ is
the result of liver glycogen
62
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depletion and is associated with the
inability to stay mentally focused.
Muscle glycogen stores can be
replenished by consuming easy-to-digest
high GI carbohydrate foods such as
sports drinks or juices. Research also
suggests that combining protein with
carbohydrates in the post-exercise meal
may increase glycogen synthesis.

Carbohydrates & hydration
The human body has a core temperature
of 37C. Fluctuations can only be
tolerated within a narrow range - an
increase of only 5C or a loss of just 10C
can be fatal. During exercise muscular
activity adds a considerable amount to
heat production - metabolic rate can be
increased, leading to rapid increases in
core temperature.
Sweat rates can reach two-three
litres per hour in extreme circumstances
and water loss will rapidly reach a
significant level. If fluid losses are not
matched by increased fluid intake,
exercise performance will deteriorate as
body temperature rises unchecked.
When exercise duration exceeds an
hour, athletes must also bear in mind the
need for carbohydrate replacement.
Carbohydrate is the main source of fuel
for muscles during endurance exercise,
but if stores are not frequently topped up
fatigue due to glycogen depletion occurs.
By regularly ingesting small amounts of
carbohydrate it is possible to delay
fatigue by up to an hour.
Unfortunately this is not simply a
matter of adjusting the carbohydrate
content of a drink. An ingested drink
only becomes useful to an athlete after it
has left the stomach, passed through the

intestine and been absorbed into the blood
stream, where it maintains blood glucose
concentration.
High-carb drinks deliver less fluid than
either plain water or low-carb drinks. A
drink with a two-three per cent
carbohydrate content will deliver fluid at
almost the same rate as water; a four-eight
per cent carbohydrate drink will reduce the
speed of leaving the stomach slightly but
insignificantly. Optimal for prolonged
moderate intensity exercise is a six-eight
per cent carbohydrate content, as found in
EAS’ Iso Drive, which helps to replace
carbohydrate losses without greatly
hindering the emptying of fluid from the
stomach.

Protein’s role in endurance
sports
Protein is needed for muscle growth and
repair, but regular physical training tends to
increase muscle protein breakdown and
protein loss from the body. When muscle
glycogen stores are high, protein
contributes no more than five per cent of
the energy needed. However, when muscle
glycogen stores are low, due to inadequate
calorie and carbohydrate intake, protein is
used for energy rather than for muscle
growth and repair and may contribute as
much as 10 per cent of the energy needed
for exercise.
Endurance athletes need more protein
to maintain aerobic metabolism, whereas
strength athletes need it to increase tissue
repair. When intake is inadequate the body
takes protein from lean tissue, which gives
over-trained endurance athletes a gaunt
appearance. A protein deficit also impairs
an athlete’s recovery and wound healing
ability.
Researchers recommend endurance
athletes eat 1.2 to 1.4 g/kg of body
weight/day of protein. For a 155-pound
athlete, this means a total of 85 to 100g of
protein per day. Only a few studies
recommend protein intake levels as high as
2g/kg of body weight/day. Most of this
protein intake can be obtained from the
diet. But an athlete can best obtain these
kinds of levels by taking a high quality
Whey Protein supplement such as EAS
si
Precision Protein.

FIND OUT MORE
More information on supplements that
can help energy and endurance can be
found in Module Nine of the EAS
Knowledge Source training programme.
To obtain your own complete copy of
Knowledge Source contact Tony Gay at
EAS by emailing tg@eas-uk.info or
calling 07973 800854.
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ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

MARTIAL ARTS
For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham,
Essex, RM13 9XU
Tel: 01708-522288
Fax: 01708-523322
Email: info@hayashiuk.com

TEAM KIT AND APPAREL
With our in house manufacturing we can offer youconsistency in colours, styles & quality, in
your own design or adapt our existing range to suit your team colours, branded with or
without the Spall logo. Repeat order’s (no order too small).

CUSTOMISED MANUFACTURING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOCCER
ATHLETICS
RUGBY
BOXING (VESTS)
HOCKEY
BOWLS
BASKETBALL
TRAINING WEAR
NETBALL
SOCKS

Rugby

N E W

Training
Wear

Soccer

Basketball

Hockey

Netball

www.spall.com
Visit our website to view our full range
or ring for a free colour brochure.

C A T A L O G U E

O U T

N O W

Spall LTD, Factory Street,
Dudley Hill, Bradford,
West Yorkshire, BD4 9NW.
TEL: 01274 689968
FAX: 01274 652265
E-Mail: sales@spall.com
Web:www.spall.com

MERCHANDISING
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Full ranges of the UK’s top clubs’ official merchandise
available to retailers at wholesale prices.

QUALITY SPORTS & PROMOTIONAL MERCHANDISE
We are suppliers to the sports souvenir industry with direct
sourcing expertise across a wide range of promotional
products and corporate gifts.

More than 100 great selling lines including:
hats & scraves; stationery; soft toys; footballs;
keyrings & badges; T-shirts; gifts & souvenirs etc.

Take advantage of our factory direct prices with
FREE artwork & design, tooling, sampling and delivery!
T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E:info@globalsportsmerchandising.com

T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E:info@globalfootballcompany.com

TRAMPOLINES

CRICKET SWEATERS

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales@fsnet.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

SPORTS BOTTLES
Howard Plastics Ltd
Alexandra Way Ashchurch
Tewkesbury GL20 8NB
Tel: +44 1684 298206
Fax: +44 1684 850425
email: sales@howardplastics.com
web: www.howardplastics.com

Howard
Plastics
Sports Bottles
EPOS

Retail Systems Group

Authorised reseller of the
Microsoft Retail Management
System and our Retail VPoS
System for Sage Line 50.
www.RetailSystemsGroup.com

Tel: 0121 742 0484
SOCKS

Tel: 0116 283 9427
Fax: 0116 244 0193
• Football, Rugby, Hockey and Back-to-School socks
• 150 designs & colour-ways, all sizes ex-stock
Manufacturers
• Knitted-in logos • In house design
and suppliers of the
• Cotton Feet • Padded Soles • Extra Stretch
revolutionary EuroSock

EPOS CHIP/PIN

Sports
Insight

SWIMMING AGENTS REQUIRED

CRICKET
BOLA CRICKET BOWLING MACHINES
• NEW remote control
automatic feeder.
• NEW electronic random
delivery mode.

For further details contact:
Stuart & Williams
6 Brookfield Rd, Cotham,
Bristol BS6 5PQ
Tel: 0117 924 3569
Fax: 0117 944 6194
website: www.bola.co.uk

Active
Active Swim
Swim Equipment
Equipment
Requires
Requires quality
quality Sports
Sports Agents
Agents to
to manage
manage key
key territories
territories around
around the
the U.K.
U.K.
Please
Please contact
contact Martin
Martin Newton
Newton on
on 01254
01254 291
291 717
717
or
or email
email your
your C.V.
C.V. and
and current
current details
details to
to
martin@aquasphereuk.co.uk
martin@aquasphereuk.co.uk
Aqua
Aqua Sphere
Sphere (UK)
(UK) Ltd
Ltd Neptune
Neptune Way
Way Blackburn
Blackburn Lancashire
Lancashire BB1
BB1 2BT
2BT
Tel:
Tel: 01254
01254 278873
278873 Fax:
Fax: 01254
01254 278653
278653 Web:
Web: www.aquasphereuk.co.uk
www.aquasphereuk.co.uk

MARTIAL ARTS / EQUIPMENT

RACKET SPORTS

RACQUET RESTRINGING

Tretorn
Pressurised • Z Tour
• Championship
• Z Tour Trainer
Pressureless • Plus
• Micro X
• Micro X Trainer

TABLE TENNIS

Low • MINI TENNIS RED,
Compression ORANGE & GREEN

Cornilleau UK Ltd
The Table Tennis Specialists

Tel (01344) 311587

Phone: 020 8540 2500
Fax: 020 8540 2524
E mail: sales@cornilleau.co.uk
Website: www.cornilleau.co.uk

info@tretorn.co.uk

AGENTS REQUIRED

SWIMMING / ACCESSORIES

Need more income?

PRICE of BATH
Please contact Alan Gardner on

The UK ball maker of squash, tennis,
mini tennis Racket balls, Skittle balls
need Sales Agents
Commission plus expenses

Fashy UK Ltd - 192 Alma Road - Charminster - Bournemouth BH9 1AJ
Tel: 01202 515251 Fax: 01202 531409
email: alan@fashy.co.uk web: www.fashy.com

www.jpricebath.co.uk
Tel 01225 742141

FOOTBALL BOOTS

EMBROIDERERS

Leading German manufacturer requires agents
in most areas of the UK.

01202 515251

EMBR

Manufacturer of Football Boots, Sports bags, Bootbags, Wallets etc.
Prices on request

OIDER

Y

NO MINIMUM ORDER

DESIGN SERVICE

ALL TYPES OF SPORTSWEAR
AND ACCESSORIES

✥ Embroidered with your club logo/design or name ✥
✥ Sew on badges available ✥

01487 711884

email: adartembroidery@yahoo.com

TAIL-ENDER

Under the
counter
A sideways look at the world of
independent retailing
Did you know you're supposed to
have fun at work? Oh yes you are.
It's the latest management strategy for
strengthening creativity in the
workplace.
Which is why the staff of your
local B&Q apparently run
wheelbarrow races at 7am every
morning, go-getters at Ogilvy
Advertising have been provided with
PlayStations and executives at a major
computer company are encouraged to
attack the boss with water pistols.
In the distant days when I last
worked for somebody, you didn't go
to work for the fun of it, oh dear no.
Indeed, I was once told off for smiling
when selling someone a pair of
football shinpads on the grounds that
it made me look as though I wasn't
taking my job seriously.
"Carry on like that and I'll give
you something to smile about my
lad," said my boss, a threat that made
me tremble for days. Ever since, I've
wondered what on earth it was
supposed to mean.

Acting the goat
But times have changed. The Institute
of Personnel and Development
recently organised a seminar to
examine the fundamental role of fun
in the workplace, and it seems that
acting the goat at work should now be
high on every management agenda.
But when you work for yourself,
falling about with laughter when you
haven't had a customer all afternoon
can be something of a problem,
particularly when kids have once
again been picking the putty out of the
front window and something seems to
have died under the stockroom floor.
Attacking yourself with a water
pistol might momentarily take your
mind off your problems, but it does
seem to lack that element of surprise
essential in a good joke.
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In my experience, fun in small
independent retailing tends to be of a
more gentle introspective sort, like
telling my faithful assistant Norman
that his wife was chatted up by a
badminton racket salesman, or spinning
round in the office swivel chair until
you're dizzy.
And having two paperweights
labelled ‘Big Deal’ and ‘Little Deal’
can be quite funny if you're prepared to
make the effort. You can also talk in a
funny voice on the phone when
ordering a new consignment of pink
and white trainers and put up a notice
that says: ‘You don't have to be mad to
work here but it helps’.
But to be honest, it all seems pretty
sad stuff compared with what you can
do if you work for big business - like
filling the boss' coffee machine with
detergent, letting half a dozen tame rats
loose in the secretaries' loo, or setting
fire to the palm tree in the front office.

Have more fun
So exactly what can independent
traders do to bring more fun into their
lives - with the increase in efficiency
and prosperity that is supposed to
follow?
A friend who keeps a sports shop in
the next parish confessed to letting his
hair down with solitary line dancing in
the stockroom to music from his
Walkman, and to setting all his
chromium-plated swinging executive
toys going at once in the hope that they
will fall off the desk and break.
Another poor soul gets his kicks by
listening to the lunchtime edition of
The Archers and shouting obscenities
into the radio through a rolled up
newspaper.

To many people fun equals
booze, but if you start seriously
hitting the lunatic's broth when you
work for yourself it usually isn't long
before men in raincoats are sitting at
your desk doing an inventory for the
liquidator.
Witness the case of a freelance
skateboard salesman who attempted
to cheer himself up with a bottle of
Bulgarian brandy after a particularly
disastrous week, only to remember,
on draining the bottle, that he had an
important job later that afternoon.
Desperate to sober up, he headed
for the local sauna, took off his
clothes and sat naked amid the
swirling steam. He sobered up all
right when the smoke finally cleared
and he found he was in a fish and
chip shop.
Only an offer to give the
proprietor's son a virtually new
mountain board with integral brake
prevented things going any further.
He might not be so lucky next time.
Call me a miserable git (many
do), but I have to confess I often find
having fun harder work than just
sitting peacefully being miserable and
waiting for a customer to come in
and ask for something I don't stock.
Norman confesses to feeling the
same, which is probably why we've
worked together so long without
killing each other. But I do
remember him smiling twice, once
when Accrington Stanley avoided
re-election in 1974. The other was
more recently when he said it wasn't
his wife who seemed to be
thoroughly enjoying being chatted
up by the badminton racket
si
salesman, but mine.
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